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known recursion patterns, avoiding the use of explicit recursion in situations matching 
these patterns. In the other hand, they satisfy a number of algebraic laws allowing 
the transformation of programs in a secure manner, from inefficient clear formulations 
to more-efficient , less-dear ones (2, 3]. 

Among these patterns , the function fold deserves special mention. The intuition 
behind it is to reduce a polymorphic data structure of type To- into a value of type 
p. In particular, P may coincide with To-. Many functions getting information from 
a data s tructure or modifying it (in the se.nse of producing a modified copy of it), can 
bt.! programmed as instances of fold. In fact, other higher order functions such as map 
and filter can be defined in terms of fold. In (6] the fold function is characterized as a 
homomorphism. However, not every function f : T o--P is a homomorphism. We 
present some examples of non homomorphic fu ntions on lists and trees. 

Looking for a common pattern for these non homomorphic fu nctions, we propose 
a modified version of fold for lists, named nhl in the paper, and another for binary 
trees, named nht, allowing to express some common non homomorphic accesses to 
these structures. Also some homomorphic functions very complex to express as such, 
can be defined in a simple way using these new reductions. 

A second problem we address in the paper is the relationship between reductions 
in different data types. We follow an approach that considers a data structure as 
formed by two components: the data elements and the "structure" itself. We define 
a hierarcl1y of data types according to the quantity of ''structural" information they 
possess. We show that some reductions of data structures with more s tructural in
formation can be expressed as the composition of two homomorphisms: the one that 
forgets all or part of the structural information, and the one that reduces the target 
structure. 

Prosecuting this idea, we compare the definition of some interesting reductions (in
serting and deleting an element in a data structure) for different data structures . We 
find out the definitions so similar, that all of them could be obtained by transforming 
the red uction of the structure with no structural information (sets and multisets). 

The organization of the paper is as follows: after this introduction , in section 2 we 
review some of the work done in the last few years on homomorphisms. We present 
some examples of homomorphisms over lists, sets, multisets and binary trees. In sec
tion 3 we present some non homomorphic functions on lists and binary search trees, 
and introduce our generalization of the fold function for these two structures. In 
particular, it is shown how several variants of insertion and deletion can be. easily ex
press~d in terms of the new higher order functions. Sect ion 4 is devoted to presenting 
the hterarchy of data structures and the transformations between reductions of dif
fNent data structures. Finally, section 5 provides a short conclusion and summarizes 
the lines along which this work can be cont inued in the near future. 

2 Homon1orphic r eductions 
Homomorphisms [2, 3, G) constitute a uniform way of expressing functions thnl 
distribute (promote in words of R. Bird) their activity both Lo the data elements and to 
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the constructors of a data structure. Since most of the interes~ing data structu.r~ have 
t-ecursive constructors, homomorphisms encapsulate a recurston scheme ~onststmg of 
applying to all the substructures the same function applied to the mam structure. 
This scheme is used by many functions working on the structure. 

D efinition 2.1 A function h defined on a data structure of. elements of t_ype a, 
(denoted To-) is a homomorphism if there ~st m reductor functtons EB K; (1 $ t $ m) , 
one for every constructor J(; , such that h IS defined as: 

1 _ { e; , if ei :: o-
where e; - h ei 'if ej :: To-
We will use the notation h = H(EBK 1 • .. EBK,..)· 0 

2.1 Homomorphisms on lists 
In most functional languages, lists are recursively defined in terms of two const.ruct.ors: 
the empty list, denoted (],and the Cons constructor denoted -:- · 

list,. o- =[]I(:) o- (list,. o-) 

We call these lists forward lists after (6] and, since they are reduced from right. to 
left we denote them by list ,. . The homomorphisms over list,. are then denotated 
H(e. e ). When referring to any kind of lists we will use H L instead of H . The sym~et.!lc definition (a constructor adding an element to the right of the list) leads 
us to the corresponding ba ckwards lists, denoted listr as they are reduced from left 
to right. In FP (1] sequences encapsul~te both ty~es of lists and mechanisms for 
accessing and modifying both ends of a hst are pro~tde~ by the lang~age. . 

The most important higher order function on hst.s ts the reductton . It ts called 
Joldr (in Miranda and Haskell ) for li st,., and foldl_for listr 1

: In gene~al, the operator 
(EB) is not. associative . When it. is so, and using Btrd notatton , fold ts denotated e/. 
It is defined as follows: 

D efinition 2.2 Let (EB) : o-- o-- o- be associative and with neutral element ide · 
We define: I :: (o-- o-- o-) - (o-]- o

e/ (2:1 ... 2:"] = %t EB. •• EB%n 

e/ (]=ide 
0 

Bird considers lists as monoids (join-lists in (6]) . The base cases are t.h~ empty 
list and the unit list. The recursive case is the list constructed by appendmg two 

I UsuAlly, jo/J 1 is defined in temu of the forward constructor(:) . However, the reduction concClJ)o> 
tul'llly corresponds to a d efUli tion in t enns of the badcwards constructor. 
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lists with the * operator which is associative and has the empty list as its neutral 
element. We will denote them listm. 

listm a=[] I [.]a I(*) (listma) (listma) 

The main advantage of listm is its generality: listr and list1 are particular cases of it. 
In contrast, they have the drawback of not having free constructors, so the following 
laws must be settled amongst them: 

Vx,y,z E listm (x*y)*z = x*(Y*Z) 
x*[] = []*x = x 

Hom~morphisms associated to listm must preserve the associativity of * · A 
mappmg h over listm is a homomorphism if there exists an associative fun ction 
$*: P-+ P-. P and fu nctions 6[.): a-+ P and e 11 : p such that 

h(/1*12) = (h 11) 6* (h 12) 

h [x] = 6[.) x 
h (] = 6 [] 

The main law satisfied by these homomorphisms is the foiJowing: 

h homomorphism over listm ~ h = 6/. f • 

where f + denotes the expression map f . 
We will ~bbreviate after Bir~ HL($*,6[.]•6()) by B($,1), and we will call these 

~omom~rph1sms B-homomorplusms, being e = 6*, f = e1.1 and ide + = 6 [] 2· It is 
mmmedtate to express any B-homomorphisms as an H L($:. 6 [ 

1
). 

A large number of functions over finite lists can be expressed as B-homomorphisms: 

!• = B(*, [.] .!) 
6/ = 8{6, id0 ) 

pq = B(*, p- (.]; K[]) 
all p = B(l\ , p) 

some p = B(V,p) 
length = B(+,l<l) 

reverse = B (#, [.]) 
mergesort = B(merge, [.]) 

id[o) = B(*, [.]) 

where J( x y = x , merge merges two ordered lists, a -ft. h = h *a and 

(p _. / ;g) x = { I x, if px ~olds 
g x, otherwtse 

It must ~e noted lhat B-homomorphisms are strictly less general t.han forward list 
homomorphisms H L( $ : , ff3[J) as the following example shows. 

2
When i de..., doesn ' t exist, the domain excludes the empty Jist . 
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Example 2.1 We wish to compute the integer represented by a list of digits, each 
one in the range 0 .. 9, being the most significant digit the rightmost one. 

integer = HL(6 ,,0) 

where x$:8 = s • 10 + x IJ 

This function cannot be expressed as a B-homomorphism, because there is no way 
(with a homomorphism) of .recording the number of zeroes in the middle of the com
putation. 

2.2 Homomorphisms over other usual monoids 

Homomorphisms can be easily generalized to other data structures. The main require
ment. for them is that. the reduct.or operators must preserve the constructor laws. 

Mult.isets are commutative monoids. Their algebraic defi nit ion is as follows: 

mseto-= {l l {.ta I (U)(mseto-) (mseto-) 

where the binary constructor U satisfies the associative and commutative laws. As a 
consequence, homomorphisms h over multisets must provide an associative, commu 
tative reductor E9u an d satisfy: 

For instance, the cardinal of a multiset, or tbe sum of all their elements arc ho 
momorphisms. In both cases, $ 1111 is the + operator over natural numbers. 

Sets are commutative, idempotent monoids. Their algebraic definition is: 

set a= {} I{.} o- I (U) (set a ) (set o-) 

where the binary construct.or U satisfies the associative, commu tative and idempotent. 
laws. As a consequence, homomorphisms h over sets must provide an associu.tivc, 
commutative, idempotent reductor $u and satisfy: 

Functions computing the maximum element of a set, or the greatest common divi 
sor of all of them can be expressed as homomorphisms over sets. Also, the predicatcli 
using all p, such as the section (C S) for a given S, defined as(~ S) =all (E S), or 
those using some p, such as the sedion (:r E), defined as (x E) = some (x =), n.r(' 
homomorphisms. 

2.3 Homomorphisms over binary trees 

In this section we int roduce the algebraic definition of binary trees and their associat.NI 
homomorphisms: 

Tree a = 6 1.& (Tree a) 0' (Tree o-) 

Then , homomorphisms over binary trees need the ex istence of two reductors. 
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D e finition 2 .3 We say that a function h : Tree Q -+ p is a homomorphism if there 
exist reductor functions e a : p - Q - p --+ p and e .c. : p such that: 

h6 = e.c. 
h (a I :e r ) = e a ( h I) :e ( h r) 

We will use the notation h = HT(ea,e6 ) to denotate these homomorphisms. o 
A number of homomorphic functions over lists have their homolog ones over trees: 

I• = HT(ea,6) 
where e a I :e r = a I (! :e) r 

all p = HT(I\, True) 
whe re 1\ b, :t b,. = (p :t) " b, " b,. 

some p = HT(V, False) 
wher e v b, :t b,. = (p :t) v b, v b,. 

size = HT(ea,O) 

height = 
where e a i, :t i,. = it + 1 + i,. 
HT(ea,(- 1)) 

flatten = 
wher e ea i, :t i,. = 1 + ma:e i, i,. 
HT(·fl;-3,[]) 
whe re *3 I z r = /*(.r]*r 

idr,.~~ o = HT( a ,6) 

3 Non ho1nomorphic r eductions 
In t his section, two higher order functions a re defined ~ne for forward lists and 
another one for binary trees- that generalize common non homomorphic functions 
on these structures. 

The underlying idea on these functions comes from realizing that many functions 
on a structure, first search along the structure looking for some property to hold; then 
some special treatment is done, and then the rest of the structure is ignored. In terms 
of reduction , this idea can be interpreted as follows: t he structure is divided into two 
parts, the active one and the passive one with the aid of one or more predicates. 
Reducing the active part amounts to say that the reductor operator does the search , 
and if the search succeeds applies the special treatment. Reducing the passive part 
consists of applying a different. reduct.or operator , which in many cases simply copies 
the structure. 

We are specially interested in t hose operations tha t return a structure of the same 
type as the original one, i.e. we pay attention to insertion and deletion operations. 

3.1 Lists 

We study ordered and unordered lists, with and without multiple copies of elemenl!l. 
For ordered lists without repetitions both operations are homomorphisms. Their den 
nitions follow. 
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Example 3 .1 
insert x = B(e,f) 

where f y = (x,y] , if x<y 
= (y,x] , if x>y 
= (y) , if y=x 

(1Hr(x1]) e ([x2)*12) = ll*(x2]*12 I if x l =x 
= ll*(xl]*l2, if x2=x 

delete x = (x#) <2 0 
We see that expressing insert as a homomorphism is little intuitive: we first insert a 
copy of z either to the right or to the left of each element. Then we remove a ll the 
copies except the one that must remain. 

For unordered lists wtthout repetitions both operations are a lso homomorphisn1s . 
In fact, delete is the same function of example 3. 1. The insert fu nction is t he fo llowi ng 
homomorphism: 

Example 3 .2 
insert X = B( e, f) 

where f y = (x ,y] , if x#y 
= (y) , otherwise 

11 e ((x2]*12) = 11*12 0 
Again, the technique consists of inserting a copy of z for every element in the list not 
equal to :e, and then removing a ll the copies except. the leftmost. one. 

However , for lists with repetitions some operations are not. homomorphisms. In· 
sertion of a new copy indeed it is, and can be defined by slightly modifying the 
o therwise clause of example 3.2. But to delete the leftmost copy of a value z is not 
a homomorphism as the following lemma shows. 

L e mma 3.1 The function that deletes the leftmost copy of a value :e in an ordered 
list with repetitions is not a homomorphism. 
Proof. Let us a..."Sume that h implements that. function an h is a homomorphism. 
Then , there exists a reductor e such that h (y:ys) = ye h ys. 

Let zs be any list without occur rences of the value :e. Then, h :es = :es, and 
h (:e: :es) = :es. But h (:e : :es) = :e e h :es, then z e zs = :es. As a consequence, we 
have h (z: z : zs} = x $ h (x : :es) = z $ z s = zs, in contradiction with what the 
hypothesis says: that h only deletes one copy of z. o 

For the case of unordered lists the proof is very similar , but it must be noted that 
h :es needs not. be equal to .rs but to a permutation of the elements of xs. 

Despite the fact. that some of these functions are not homomorphisms or , if t hey 
are, it is difficult to express them as such, it. is possible to define a homomorphifnn, 
named split, which does part of t he work of insert and delete. What remains to be 
done is simple enough t.o make the programming of t hese two functions an easy tn.'IIL 
The homomorphism split, defined below, applies a predicate q to the list and splits it. 
into two lists in such a way that the first element of the second list (iu the cnsr t he• 
list. is not empty) is t he leftmost element. of t.he original list satisfying q. For cx:uuplf', 
spltt (>5) (1,3,5,7,4)=([1 ,3,5) ,(7,4TI. 
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D efinition 3.1 
split q = B(e,f) 

where f x = IT ],[x)) , if q x 
= [[x),[]] , otherwise 

(ll,[ll EB [12,m2) = [11*12, m2) 
[ll,ml] EB (12,m2) = nt,m1*12*m2] 

Let us remark that the neutral element of operation EB in this case is [[], (]). 
the aid of split, deletion of the leftmost copy of :c can be programmed as: 

delete x = del.(split (x=)) 
where del [11 , x:l2) = 11 *12 

del (11 , [}] = 11 

0 

With 

Unfortunately, split is not a solution for all the problems concerning insertion and 
deletion. For instance, the homomorphism that deletes all the copies of an element. 
is not easily constructed with split. Besides, it is not clear how to generalize split to 
other data structures. So, we define a more general non homomorphic reduction for 
lists based on the idea presented at the beginning of this section. 

I 

Definition 3.2 Non Homomorphic reduction function for Lists ( "'hl) : 
nhl q e .. EB.t b ()= b 
nhl q EBo EBd b (x:xs) = x EBo (nhl q EB EBd b :xs) 

whe re EB = EBo, if-. (q x) 
= EB.t , otherwise 0 

Reduct.or operators EBo (active) and EBd (default or passive) correspond to the(:) con
structor, and b corresponds to the [] construcl.or. We will use the following notation 
which mimics that used for homomorphisms: 

nhl q EBa EBd b = NHL{q ,EB~.EB~,EBIJ) 

The funcl.ion nlrl «inserts" an active reductor after each element of the list including 
the first, if any, satisfying the q predicate. From that point to the end of the list, nhl 
inserts the passive reductor. The following expression pictures this idea: 

nhl q EBa EB.t b (:ct ,:c2,· .. ,:ci,:Ci+to ····zn-t,:cn) = 
:Z:t e .. (z2EBa ( ... ZiEBa ( Zi+t EB.t( ... :Cn-1 EB.t(:Cn EB.tb) .•. ) 

being i = min{l ... n} such that q Xi holds. 
Trivially, any homomorphism H L(EB:, EB[] ) on forward lists can be P.Xpressed as the 

non homomorphic reduction NHL(q,EB~.EB~.EB()) making EB~ = EB~ = EB:. and being 
q any boolean function. Some awkward homomorphic functions can be elegantly 
expressed as a non homomorphic reduction. For instance, inserting a value :c in an 
ordered list without repetitions is now: 

Example 3.3 

insert. x = nhl (~x) EB (:) [] 
where y EB ys = x:y:ys , if x < y 

= y :x:() , if ys=[) Ax> y 
= y:ys , otherwise 

u 
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We assume that the argument list is non empty. lf it is empty, then insert :c [ ]= (:c) . 
The other insertion functions can be similarly programmed. For deletion, the folJowing 
function is enough for all the cases presented in this section. 

Example 3.4 

delete x = nhl (=x) EB (:) [] 
where y EB ys = ys , if x = y 

= y:ys , otherwise 
0 

Let us note in these examples that the passive reductor is(:) and the base case is (], 
so they reconstruct (or copy) the original list. 

3.2 Binary trees 

For these structure, we only consider binary search trees without multiple occurrences 
of elements. The treatment of multiple occurrences does not present specia.l problems 
in this structure. 

The non homomorphic reduction we are proposing here encapsulates as a partic
ular case the usual recursion scheme on binary search trees: the search propagates 
eitheT to the left. or to the right subtree, never to both of them at the same t ime. 

D efinition 3.3 Non Homomorphic reduction function for Trees ( nht) : 

nht ql qr EBo EBd b 6 = b 
nht ql qr e .. EBd b ca I :c r) =e .. (nht ql qr EBI EBd b I) X {nht ql qr e,. EB.t b r) 

where e , = EBa I if -. ( ql x) 
= EBd , otherwise 

e ,. = EBa I if -.( qr x) 
= EBd , otherwise 

0 

Predicates ql and qr trigger the change from active to passive mode in the corre
sponding subtrees, the first time they hold. The active part of the tree extends from 
the root to the nearest elements satisfying ql or qr. The figure 1 shows an example 
of execution . 

Red uctor operators EBa and EBd correspond to the a constructor , and the base 
case b corresponds to the 6 constructor. We will use then the following notation: 

nht ql qr EBa EBd b = NHT(ql ,qr,EBA ,EB~ ,EB6 ) 

Like in the case of lists, we could express the insertion and deletion as homomor
phisms. Unfortunately, the resulting functions are not so easy to understand. By 
using the non homomorphic reduction, we see below that the result is very simple. 

Example 3.5 

insert X = nht ($x) (~x) EB a 6 
where EB I y r = A I y (a 6 x 6) , if r=6 A x>y 

= A (a 6 x 6) y r, if 1=6 A x<y 
= A I y r , oth e rwise o 
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Figure 1: An example of nht execution. 

Example 3.6 

delete X = nht (~x) (~x} $ .& 6 

where e I y r = .& I y r, if X :f. y 
EBoyr = r 
e 1 y r = ,& (delmax I) (selmax I} r 

0 

The functions delmaz and selmaz, respectively deletes and selects the maximum ele
ment of a t ree and could also be expressed as N HT reductions. 

4 Transformations between r eductions 

Any data structure, in particular those studied in the previous sections, may be 
considered as composed of two disjoint pieces of information: 

• Its contents, i.e. the data elements stored in it.. We will refer to them as its set 
set a- or multiset mset a- of elements of type a-. 

• The structure itself, i.e. the spatial disposition of the elements inside the struc-
ture. We will call structural information to this aspect. of the data structure. 

According to this view, we classify data strucLures based on the amoun t of structural 
information they contain. We establish a hierarchy in which structures on top of it 
contain the least structural information (i.e. sets and multisets), and structures at 
the bottom contain the most. The aspect of this hierarchy is shown in figure 2. 

Let us note that, in this hierarchy, ordered lists are located above unordered lists 
The idea is to be able to define unique homomorphisms from structures located at 
low levels of the hierarchy to structures located at higher levels. The meaning of 
these homomorphisms is "lost of s t.ruct ural information" . They are indicated i11 thr 
fi gure as filled arrows. The homomorphism going from unordered lis ts to ordered 
ones ll)cans usort the list'' ,and it is an n to I mapping. The dotted MrowR of figure 2 
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without repetitions with repetitions 

Figure 2: data structure hierarchy 

correspond to the homomorphisms "eliminate multiple copies of aJI the elements" . In 
principle, as they represent lost of information about the data elements, we are not 
very interested on them. 

To speak properly about homomorphisms it is mandatory to say which are the 
correspondent operations in both domains. For instance, in the homomorphisms from 
unordered lists to ordered ones, * in the fi rst domain is the homolog of merge in the 
second domain. Sometimes we need to add appropriate operations in one of the 
domains to be able to define the homomorphism. For instance, the one from bina.ry 
search trees without repetitions to sets can be defined: 

t/J,, = BT(ea.O) 
where EB,& sl x sr = sl U {x} U sr 

So, we define an operation on sets uOu : set - e/em- set--+ set that joins two 
sets and one element producing a new set. Then , this new operation corresponds in 
the homomorphism t.o the binary t ree construct.or ,&. 

The homomorphism going from unordered lists with possible repetitions to mul-
tisets is defined as follows: 

tPlm = HL(U, {.t, f J) 
In this case we use the normal constructors of multisets as homolog operations of the 
constructors of listm . 

Many of the data structures reductions studied in previous sections depend 0 11 

the contents but not on the structural information . This is the case when computing 
the maximum element. of a binary tree or the sum of all the elements of a list. 111 
these cases, the reduction to apply can be obtained as the comp·osi t.ion of two ho
momorphisms: the one abstracting the structural information and the one reducing 
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M UI..TI SCTS -------- p s£n --------- p 

,p,, 
hl=HT(EB _a .EB.o.) 

LISTS 
BINARY 
St:ARCH 
TR££5 

Figure 3: Composition of homomorphic reductions 
the resulting set or mul tiset. We denote by 1/Jzy the homomorphism abstracting (a part of) the structural information from a structure z to a structure y . For instance, VJ/m reduces unordered lists with repetitions to multisets. The diagrams of figure 3 show how homomorphisms compose. There, H M(E91111 ,E9t .)•et J) reduces multisets with constructors homolog to those of lists, and HS(EBuou,e{J) reduces sets with constructors homolog to those of binary trees. 

Let us imagine a homomorphism hi= H L(EB* , e[.J•EBtJ) from lists to a value of type P which is independent of the struc tu ral information of lists. If we express hl as a composition of homomorphisms, the reductor operators relate each other in the following way: 

EB[ J = hl[] = (hm.1/Jtm) [] = hm ~ t = Eat) e(.]Z = hl (z] = (hm .1/Jtm) [z] = hm fz t = e ..,z hl zse* hl ys = hl (zs*ys) = (hm.1/Jtm) (zs*ys) 
= hm (1/Jtm zsU I/Itm ys) 
= (hm.VJtm) z sEBu(hm.1/Jtm ) ys 
= hl z sEBuhl ys 

Then, it h?lr.ls that en = Eat l •e(.) = e,.) and e* = EBu · Let us note that e WI is associative and commutative as it. is a reductor operator of multisets, and so homolog to U constructor. 
Using the constructors for sets that a re homolog to those of binary trees, we can define the reduction on sets as the following homomorphism hs = HS(EBuou,e{ j) 

hs {} = EB() 
hs(u<>uslzs2) = euou(hssl)z(hss2) 

II we wish t.o reduce a tree into a value of type P by using a structure-independent homomorphism ht = HT(e_a,eA), we can do it by composing the two homomorphisms ,p,, and hs . The reductor operations relate each other as follows: 
eA = ht A = (hs .,P,) A= hs{ } = e{) ea (htl)% (ht r) = ht(.fil z r) = (hs .,P,,)(.fil% r) 

= hs(u0u(1/J1, l) z (1/J, r )) 
= EBuou ((hs .,P,,) I) z ((hs .,P11 ) r) 
= EBullu(ht I) z (ht r) 
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That is, e,a = EBuOu and eA = e{ }· 
In other cases, the reduction of the data structure depends only on the s tructural information , or on both the contents and the structural information . An example of the first type is to compute the height of a tree. An example of the second type ie the example 2.1 for lisLs. 
In particular, very interesting are those reductions giving as a resul t a structure of the same type as the one being reduced, as it is the case with the insertion and deletion operations studied in section 3. In these cases, the reductor operator cannot add essential properties (such as commutativity or idempotency) over the proper tietJ already satisfied by the constructor. Normally, the reductor will be a slight. variation of the constructor. 
We wish to detect common patterns in these types of reductions by comparing how they behave for different data structures. 

4 .1 Lists 
We use the free constructors on forward lists [] and _ : • and consider unordered multiple-copies ones. Abstracting the structural information we get mult.isets. To establish a homomorphism we add the _<-+_operation to multisets. I t. adds an element to a multiset and satisfies the followi ng permutative law: 

z<-+(y'-+m) = y<-+(z<-+m) 
The reduction homomorphism for multisets is defined then: 

hm u = e., 
hm (z<-+m) = z e ..... hm m 

where Ea ..... must satisfy the permutative law. 
Let us consider inserting in an unordered multiple-copies list. We choose to insert at the end of i t.: 

insert, x = HL(e:.[]) 
whe re y e: (] = y:x:[] 

y e : ys= y:ys If we interpret to insert "at the end" of a multiset as inserting before inserting any other element, we obtain : 
insertm X = nM(e ...... f I) 

whe.r e y Ea ..... ~I = y<-+x<-+ f J 
y Ea..... m = y<-+m 

The structu re of boths reductions is identical. This similarity remains when we insert in ordered lists by using the non homomorphic reductor nhl (see example 3.3) . Deletion of all the copies of an element in ordered lists with repetitions is the following homomorphism: 

delete, x = H L( e :, []) 
where y e : m = m , if x=y 

= y:rn , otherwise 
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The version for multisets is: 
deletem x = HM($._ , f I) 

where y $ ..... m = m , if x=y 
= y <-+ m , otherwise 

The structures of both reductions are again identical. The main difference is that the 
multiset reduction can be done in any order, taking into account the permutative law 
that<-+ satisfies. In forward lists, reduction will always be done from right to left. We 
obtain the same similarity if we compare de/de for lists without repetitions with delete in a set. However, delete the first copy in lists with repetitions is not a homomorphism 
as it has been shown in lemma 3.1. We can use here the non homomorphic reduction: 

delete x = nhJ (=x) $ 0 (:) [] 

where y EBo ys = ys , if x=y 
= y:ys , otherwise 

We observe great similarity with deletion of all the copies. The role of the (= z) predicate consists only of stopping the deletion of copies once the first one has been 
deleted. 

4.2 Binary search trees 
We consider trees without repetitions and sets with the special constructors that are homomorphic to the tree constructors. 

In example 3.5 it is shown bow to insert in a binary search tree. The corresponding version for sets is: 
insert, x = HS(EBu ou.{ }) 

where EBuou s1 y s2 = u<>u s l y (uOu {} x {}) • if s2={} 
= uOu (uOu {} x {}) y s2 , if s1={} 
= u<>u s l y s2 , otherwise 

It is obvious to see that Lhis is only one of the possibilities. We can freely permute 
elements in a set. We have chosen the possibility that takes into account the order 
present in search trees. Then, we can say that the reduction of a search tree can be 
obtained by adding to the reduction of the corresponding set some hypothesis about 
the order of the elements (i.e. by taking into account the structural information of search trees). 

In example 3.6 it is shown how to delete an element from a binary search tree . The corresponding version for sets is: 
delete, x = H S($uou• { }) 

where $ullu sl y s2 = uOu sl y s2, if xjy 
$ullu { } y s2 = s2 
$uou sly s2 = uOu (delone s l ) (selone s l ) s2 

where de/one s/ deletes the element that selone s/ selects. The similarity is very clear 
again . The order hypothesis in search trees forces us to select always the maximum of the left subtree. In sets we are free to choose any element. 
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5 Conclusion 
We have studied in detail two kinds of higher order functions which reduce two com
mon data structures, lists and binary trees, either in a homomorphical or in a non homomorphical way. They encapsulate a powerful recursion scheme so that many usual functions on these structures can be easily expressed in terms of them. Present 
work is devoted to generalize this idea to other data structures. 

Also, we have presented a way of comparing reductions in a hierarchy of data structures differing in the degree of structural information they have. This idea con
stitutes the basis for transforming algorithms expressed in terms of the structures 
with less structural information to algorithms for the structures with more structural 
information. 
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Abstract 
Logic programming is extended with expressions of the form A in Pezp both 

in top-level goals and in clause bodies. A in Pezp is a meta-level feature t hat 
denotes the truth of a formula A with respect to a "virtual" se\ of clauses denoted 
by the program expression Pe:cp. Pe:cp involves named collections of clauses and 
composition operations over them. Both the operational and fixpoi nt semantics 
of the language are given along with its meta-level definition. A set of examples 
provides evidence of expressiveness of the language. 

1 Introduction 

Our long term goal is the re-construction of knowledge representation schemata, rea
soning systems, and programming systems on top of the logic programming kernel. 
There are two reasons for this endeavor. On one hand , bringing together different pro
posals in a common setting in order to integrate them, and, in the othe and, exploiting 
the simple semantics of logic programming to set a common semantic foundation for 
different proposals, that allow a deeper comparison among them. 
We claim that a way to get closer to this long-term goal is to provide logic program
ming with a simple but powerful extension capable of allowing the re-construct ion of 
reasoning paradigms on one side, and of preserving the kernel semantics on the other 
side. T he extension consists of the possibility of using goals of the form .4 in Pexp 
both in top-le~·el queries and in clause bodies, where Pexp is an expression involving 
named collectaons of clauses (theories) and com position operations over them. Sim
ply stated. we allow the computation of a goal with respect to a virtual set of clauses 
denoted by the expression. 

The composition operations provide a rich way of combining the knowledge repre
sented in tht' theories. The extension we propose consists of amalgamating the lan
guage in which the program are written (object language) and the language of pro
gram expressions. This way it i ~ possible to express the manipulation of the program 
(combination of collections of clauses) from within the program itself. 
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We may claim progress with respect to our long-term goal only as far as our linguistic 
extension requires only a conservative extension of the semantics of the logic pro
gramming kernel. The goal of this paper is exactly the presentation of the semantics 
of the amalgamated language, which is shown to be a conservative extension of the 
basic semantics. 

The semantics of the amalgamated language is given in the most classical way. We 
define both a top-down semantics (goal-driven operat ional semantics) via a set of 
inference rules, and a bottom-up (fixpoint) semantics via an extension of the standard 
im mediate consequence operator for logic programs. The well founded meaning of the 
amalgamated language is provided by the equivalence of the two semantics. 
The proposal of this paper builds upon a long stream of research on the use of algebras 
of logic programs as a means for implementing common sense reasoning and program 
structuring !3, 7, 8, 9]. The novelty here is amalgamation: For the first time we ar<' 
able to allow program expressions within clause bodies (and not only in top-level 
goals), and to handle the formal semantics of the resulting amalgamated language. 
A second contribution of the paper is to show that the proposed language extension 
can be entirely captured by meta-logical axioms. In practice, we show how the tran
sition rules of the top-down semantics of the language can be directly translated into 
meta-level axioms of the form demo(Pexp. Goa./ ) ..- Body. The translation is useful 
in many respects, since it provides an executable specification of the amalgamated 
language and shows the expressiveness of meta-logic itself. 

The plan of the paper follows. Section 2 introduces syntax and semantics of the amal
gamated language and states the equivalence of operational and fixpoint semantics, 
which provides confidence in the well roundedness of the extension. A meta-logical 
implementation of the language is also presented. Section 3 presents a few simple re
construct ions of knowledge representation and reasoning systems in order to provide 
evidence Cor the expressiveness of the extension. In short, we presen t a "translation" 
of a few formalisms proposed in the literature into our amalgamated logic program
mi ng. The Conclusions discuss work done towards a more realistic implementation 
and open issues. 

2 The Amalgamated Language 

2.1 Syntax 
We first present the syntax of the amalgamated language. We consider a set of meta
level operations for composing definite logic programs, originally introduced in !3, 8J : 
Union (u). Intersection (n) , Encapsulation ( • ), Import ( <1) and Restnction (--< ). Thesr operations lead to the following language of program expres:;ions: 

Ezp ::= Program I EzpUE:cp I EzpnEzp I (E:rp)" Ezp-oE:rp I Ezp--< Pr·ogram 

where Program is a name of a collection of clauses. 
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The lauguage of program expressions has been largely inves tigated both from the theoretical point of view and from the application point of view (e.g. in 13, 8, 10, 14)). It is worth noting that the language of program expressions has been employed as a meta-language for composing object programs written in a separate language, namely object definite programs. 

In this paper, we propose a single language amalgamating the language in which programs are written (object language) and the language of program expressions (meta-language). Namely, programs are extended definite programs that may contain meta-level calls to program expressions in clause bodies. More precisely, a program is a finite set of extended definite clauses of the form A <- 8 1 , .•• , Bn where each B; is either an atomic formula or a meta-level formula of the form B in E where B is an atomic formula and E a program expression. 

2.2 Top-down Semantics 
\\'e now present a top-down semantics for the amalgamated language by means of a set of inference rules. The operational characterization of tqe language is expressed by directly extending the standard notion of SLD refutation. 
The standard notion of SLD derivation may be defined by means of inference rules of the form 

Premise 
Conclusion 

with the meaning that Conclu3ion holds whenever Premise holds. We write P 1- G 
if there exists a refutation for a goal G in a program P . Let us first present four rules that model standard SLD resolution. (For the sake of simplicity substitutions are omitt ed here.) 

P 1- empty 

Pt-Gai\ P I-G2 
PI-(Ga.G2) 

P 1- (A ..... G) " P 1- G 
PI-A 

The first rule stRtes that tht' empty goal is solved in any program P. The second rule states that a conjunction of goals (G1,G2 ) is solved in a program P if both goals arc soh·ed in P. The third rult> states that , to solve an atomic goal A, choose a claus(' from P and recursively solve the body in P . Finally, program clauses are represented by means of the following rule: 

P is a program 1\ A ..._ G E ground(?) 
P 1- (.4 ..._G) 
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The derivation relation 1- can be generalized to the case of program compositions in a simple way. Namely, each composition operation is modelled by adding new infe.renC(' rules. Each new rule provides a way of proving that a clause belongs to the VIrtual program denoted by the expression E , i.e. if E 1- (A +- G). From now on we will say A ....- G belongs to E as a shorthand for the clause A +-- G belongs to the virtual program: {A+-- G IE 1- (A..,_ G)} . 

P 1- (A..,_ G) 
P u Q 1- (A ..... G) 

Q 1- (A._ G) 
PuQI- (A._ G) 

The two rules above deal with the union operation, stating that a clause A ..... G belongs to the program expression P u Q if it belongs either toP or to Q. 

P 1- (A ..... G.)" Q 1- (A ..... G2) 
PnQ 1- (A- Ga , G2) 

This rule states that a clause belongs to the intersection of two program expressions p and Q if there is a clause A ..... G1 in P and a clause A - G2 in Q such that G = (G,,G2). 

PI-A 
P· 1- (A ..... empty) 

This rule states that the encapsulation p• of P contains a unit clause A - empty for each atom A which is provable in P. 

P t- (.4 ..... G, F)" Q 1- F 
P<3Q 1- (A- G) 

This rule deals with the import operation stating that the clauses in P<3Q are obtained from the clauses in P by dropping the calls to Q , provided that these are provable in 
Q. 

Q 1- (A- G) fl name(A) ft defs(P) 
Q -< P 1- (A ..- G) 

This rule describes the operational behavior of the restriction operation. Given n progranl expression Q and a program P , the cla~ses of Q -< P <.Q restricted by P) are all the clauses A ..- Gin Q such that the predacate name of A as not defined in P . Notice that the res tric tion operation requires that the second operand be a program and not a gt'neric expression. This is due to the need of granting the programnu•r control 0\'er the ar tual (not virtual) clauses wh i<'h will be involved in tiH' npc•rl\ttou 
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The introduction of inheritance features into logic programming has been proposed by other authors (e.g. see !2, 17]}. The restriction operator defined here is more primitive and it can be used with the other operations for the re-construction of the other proposals. Indeed, in section 3, we will show the re-construction of the proposal by Monteiro and Porto !17J. 

QI-A 
P 1- (A in Q ) 

The last rule defines the kind of amalgamation supported by the language. Namely, solving an extended goal of the form A in Q simply amounts to solving A in the program expression Q. 

2.3 Bottom-up Semantics 
We now define the denotational semantics of the amalgamated language in a bottomup style. The bottom-up semant ics is an extension of the standard T(P) semantics for logic programs. 1 

Recall that, for a. logic program P , the immediate consequence operator T (P) is a continuous mapping over Herbrand interpretations defined as follows jl8J. For any Her brand interpretation I: 

A E T(P)(l) <:::::> (3.8 : A +- iJ E ground(P) 1\ B ~ /) 
where iJ is a (possibly empty) conjunction of atoms. 
The set of immediate consequences of a definite program P from a given interpretation I depends only on the clauses of P and on 1 itself. In other words, T(P)(J) contains the set of atomic formulae that can be derived from P in a single deduction step by assuming that the formulae in 1 are true in P. 
In order to model the amalgamated language of program expressions. the notion of immediate conseq uence operator needs to be suitably extended. Indeed the set of immediate consequences of an extended program P given an interpretation 1 depends also on the truth of formulae of the form A in E . For instance, in the program 

p 
r +- s, t in Q 

the set of immediate consequences of P depends on the assumption of truth we make on the formulae of Q. Namely, r E T(P)(J) only if~ E I and if t is assumed to be true in Q. 

Therefore, the immediate consequence operator for an extended program P should take as argument not only an interpretation for P but also a set of interpretations modelling the other programs that may be involved by P. The following definition formalizes the concept of program expressions involved by a program P or a program expression F . 
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D efinition 1 A program P directly involves a program expression F if and only if P contains a goal A in F in one of its clauses. A program expression F directly involves a program expression G if and only if there is a program P in F such that P dtrectly involves G. Finally, F involves G if and only if either F directly involves G or F 
directly involves H and H involves G. 
We denote by -y(F ) and by r(F) the set of program expressions directly involved and 
involved by F , respectively. 

In the following, we will define the semantics of "well-formed" sets of program expressions. Intuitively speaking, a set C of program expressions is well-formed if it contains all the sub-expressions of each element of C, and if it contains all the program expressions involved by each element of C. The next definition formalizes these 
two notions. 

Definition 2 A set C of program expressions is closed if and only if for any F E C 
each sub· expression ofF belongs to C. 
A set C of program expressions is complete if and 07lly if C is closed, and VF E C : 
r(F) ~C. 

Example 1 Let IJ3 consider the collection of programs 

p Q R S T 
a ..... b in Q u R· b +- d in (T uS) u R d +- e +- f , g f ..... d 111 R 
The set of the program expressions -y( P) directly involved by P is { Q U R•}, while the set of program expressions r (P) involved by P is { Q u R·, (T uS) U R , R}. Nottcc that the set r(P) is not complete since it is not closed w.r.t. sub-expressions. Tht' minimal complete superset ofr(P) is {Qu R· , Q, R· , R, (TuS)uR, TUS, T , 5 }. 

From now onwards, we will represent a set C of (names of) program expressions by n vector E by assuming a total ordering on (names of) program expressions (e.g. such an ordering can be induced by the lexicographical order o_n program expressions) . More generally we will use overline_d symbols of the form X to denote vectors, and 
denote by Xn the n-th element of X 
We now define the extended immediate consequence operator T Cor programs and program expressions written in the amalgamated language. We denote by 8 tht• 
Herbrand base common to all programs. 

Definition 3 The operator T : Exp - 26 -. (26 )m ...., 28 is inductively defined tu follows. Let E be a vector representing a complete set of program expres.~ions. and lnl j be a vector of Herbrond interpretations in a one·to·one correspondence wath t Lrl 
I E J and let P E E Then: 
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T(P)(l )(]) = {A I 3.8 : A+- .lJ E ground(P) 1\ 
V .8, E B : ( ( B, atomic formula ==- .8, E /) 1\ 

(B, = C in E~~: ==- C E 1~~:))} 

T (E, u Eh)(/)(J) = T (E,)(/)(1) u T(Eh)(/)(J) 

T (E, n Eh)(I)(]) = T(E, )(J )( ] ) n T(Eh)(J)(]) 

T((E,)•)(J)(]) 

T (E, <l Eh )(/ )(]) 

T(E, -< Eh )(I)( 1) 

= T(E,)(l~~: )(J) 

= T(E,) (I u T (Eh)(Jh)(J))(J) 

= T(E,)(I )(J) \ {q(l) I q(l) E 8 1\ 3ft. q(i' ) E T(Eh)(B)(B)} 

The immediate consequences of a program P refer to an interpretation I that can 
be seen as the interpretation I in the standard definition of T(P)(I) . The novelty is 
the third argument ofT, that is a vector of interpretations, each one associated with 
a program (or program expression) that may be involved1 by P . Actually, the n-th 
element J" of a vector of interpretations J denotes the interpretation associated to 
the program expression E". The immediate consequences of t he union of two expres
sions is the set- theoretic union of the immediate consequences of the two expressions. 
Notice that symbol U is used both as an operation on expressions and as an operation 
on interpretations. T he defini t ion for n is analogous. The definition of the immediate 
consequences of an encapsulated expression (E, )• states that (E,)" "disregards" the 
input interpretation and looks only at its own interpretation. Roughly, this corre
sponds to a closure with respect to external influence. The immediate consequences 
of a program expression E, importing a program expression Eh are the immediate 
consequences of £, with respect to the interpretation of E, itself extended with the 
immediate consequences of Eh with respect to its own interpretation. The immediate 
consequences of a program expression £, restricted by a program Eh are the immedi
ate consequences q(i) of E, such that the predicate q is not defined in Eh (B denotes 
a vector of Herbrand bases) . 

Notice that the operator T properly extends the standard immediate consequences 
operator for logic programming. Namely, for any definite logic program the two op
erators coincide. It is worth observing that, strictly speaking, the above definition of 
the meaning of program expressions is not formulated in a compositional way. For 
instance, the meaning of a program P is defined via the T operator in terms of a 
complete set of program expressions including P, rather than just in terms of the 
program expressions directly involved by P. Notice, however, that the above defini
tion can be easily reformulated in a compositional way in a rather straightforward 
ma.nner. Roughly speaking, it is necessary to redefine T in such a way that it prop
erly handles subsets of interpretations, instead of dealing with a fixed global vector 
of interpretations. 

The bottom-up semantics of a complete set of expressions is defined by a mapping 
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over sets of interpretations where each interpretation is computed via T . 

Definition 4 Let E = < £1, •••• Em > be a complete vector of expresstons, and lrL 
J a vector of interpretations. The operot.or T is a mapping over vectors of interprr
tations, definea as follows: 

The powers of T are defined as usual 11): 

T O(£)(}) = 
T"+t (£)(}) = 

'!""' (£)(}) = 

j 

T (E)(T"(E)(J)) 

U T "(E)(J) 
n <w 

The T operator is continuous and the least fixpoint of T (E) therefore coincides with 
T '"'(E)(0), where 0 is a vector of empty interpretations. Notice that , in order to 
calculate the least fixpoint of an expression £ , it is suffi cient to consider any complt•li1 
set E containing E. The minimal complete set containing E can be always obtaill<'cl 
by closing the set r(£) w.r.t . sub-expressions. 

Example 2 Consider the programs 

p 
a+- bin Qu R 

Q 
b+- c 

R 
c+-d 
d+-

Suppose we are S!}terested in the least fixpoint of the progrf!_m ]'. 
Let us consider£= {P, Q, R,Q U R }. The powers of T (£ }(0) : 

P Q R QuR 
T 0 0 0 0 0 
T 1 0 0 d d 
T 2 0 0 d,c d,c 
T 3 0 0 d ,c b, d,c 
T 4 a 0 d ,c b, d, c 
T~ a 0 d ,c b,d,c 

We have that T 4 ( < P, Q, R , QuR >) =< {a} , 0, {d, c}, {b ,d , c} >is the least fi xpolut 
ofT and t he first component, associated toP, is the set of all the atoms provable In 

P. 

It can be proved that the top-down and bottom-up semantics coincide, as stated h 

the following theorem. 

Theorem 1 Let E = < E1 , • •• , Em > be a complete vector of program cxpres5WfM 
Let T-' (E)(0) = <M., ... ,Mm >.Then, "'E, E E : 

A E M, ~ E, 1- A. 
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2.4 Meta-logical definition 

To complete t he view of the operational semantics, we turn t he inference rules of 

Section 2.1 into meta-level axioms. The meta-logic preserves the simple and concise 

description of the inference rules. and it provides an "executable specification" of t he 

amalgamated language. We give the axioms in the form of an extension of the vanilla 

metainterpreter, employing a two argument proof predicate demo. The predicate 

demo is used in a uniform way both to represent provable formulae (demo(x, y)) and 

clauses belonging to program expressions (e.g. demo(x, y +- z)). 

Definition 5 The extended vanilla metainterpreter is defined by the following clauses 

demo(z.empty) 
demo(r, (y, z)) 

demo(z.y) 
demo(:r U y. z - u•) 

demo((z U y, z - w) 
demo(x n y, (z - u , v)) 

demo(z ",y -) 
demo(x <1 y, z - w) 

demo(r ~ y,: - w) 
demo(x,: in y) 

demo{z,y), demo(x. :} 
demo(z,y- z),demo(x, :) 
demo(z,:- w} 
demo(y,z- w} 
demo(x , z - u), demo(y, : - v) 
demo(z,y) 1 

demo(z,: - w, v ), demo(y, v) 
undefined(z, y) ,demo(x, z- w} 
demo(y, :) 

{1) 
(2} 
(3) 
(4 ) 
(5) 
(6} 
{7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10} 

The clauses (1 )-(3} define the standard vanilla metainterpreter for logic programs 

extended with an extra argument. The first clause states that the empty goal is 

solved in every program expression x . Clause (2) deals with conjunctive goals, and 

states that a conj unction (y, z) is solved in the program expression x, if y is solved 

in x and z is solved in x . The third clause states that an atomic goal y is provable 

in a program expression x if a clause y - z belongs to x and z is recursively solved 

in x. The clauses ( 4}-(9) are the metalogical definition of the program composition 

operations previously defined . Clauses (4) and (5) state that a clause z +- w belongs 

to t he union of two program expressions x and y, if it belongs to x or toy. A clause 

(z +- u, w) belongs to the intersection of two program expressions x and y if z +- u 

belongs to x and z - w belongs to y. A unit clause y - empty belongs to the 

encapsulated program :r· if y is provable in x (clause (7}} . Clause (8) deals 'IJ.'ith 

the import operation a nd states t hat a clause z +- w belongs to x import ing y if a 

clause z +- w, v belongs to the "visible" part x and v is provable in the "hidden" 

part y . Clause (9) introduces a new predicate undefined(z. y) that is true if the 

predicate name of z is not defined in the program y. The predicate undefined can 

be implemented, for instance, as a membership test over the (finite) set of predicate 

names defined in y. So, a clause z +- w belongs to x restricted by y if z is not defined 

in y, but the clause belongs to x . The clause (10) states that a goal of the form z in y 
is provable in x if t he goal z is provable in y. 
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3 Examples 

This section is devoted to illustrate t he expressive power of the amalgamated lan

guage. We show how the amalgamated language supports the re-construction of 

some extensions of logic programming that have been proposed in the past. The ex

amples discussed include applications to contextual logic programming, hypothetical 
and hierarchical reasoning. 

3.1 Hypot hetical Reasoning 

There are several proposals for extending logic programming to support forms of 

hypothetical reasoning. Suppose that a given chunk of knowledge is represented 

by a logic program and that d i1Terent hypotheses (viewpoints) are represented by a 

collection of logic programs. Then the process of determining whether the assumption 

of some hypotheses allows one to derive certain conclusions may be interpreted in 

terms of dynamic compositions of programs. For example, Miller proposes in !16] 

an extension of Horn clause logic permitting implications both in goals and in clause 

bodies. An impltcation goal of the form Q => G, where Q is a set of clauses, is provable 

in a program P if G is provable in the program P extended with Q. Operationally, this 

corresponds to loading the code of Q before trying to prove G, and then discarding it 

after t he proof of G succeeds or fail s. An implication goal Q => G may be employed 

to determine whether or not the assumption of a viewpoint Q allows the program P 
to derive the conclusion G. 

We consider a restricted form of implication goals, which cannot be universally quan

tified (as in !IS]}. Under this assumption, an implication goal Q => G occurring in 

a program P corresponds to a meta-level call of the form Gin P u Q. According to 

the definition of meta-level goals, the operational reading is the following. To prove 

an implication Q => G, in the program P , prove G in the program P u Q. Consider 

the following example. 

1touel 
reoch(X,Y,C,T)- dsst(X,Y,D) in Mop, 

time..req(X, Y,D ,C,T) m 1touel u H 

H 

Mop 
dut(rome,fiorence ,£50} 
dist(rome,puo,360) 
dast( puo,fiorence , 80) weather( rome, sun) 

weother(puo, ram) 
weother(fiorence, ram) 
speed(fioLuno, 1 20) 
speed(/ord...fiesto, 130) 
speed(fioLpondo, 90) 
traffic(piso, rome, heoVtJ) 
traffic(fiorence, rome, light) 
troffic(puo, florence, light) 

time.req(X, Y,D,C, T)- speed(C,S}, 
weother(X, W1), 
weother(Y, W!), 
traffic( X. Y,L). 
oueroge.time(D,S. WJ , W!,L, T) 

The program Travel contains information about travels and data concerning t hr(l(' 

possible cars, weather and traffi c conditions . The predi<'ate reach, given two cities 

and a car, returns the estimated time for the travel. Since distances between cities a re 
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represented in the program Map, the goal distance(X , Y ,D) is evaluated in program 
Map. The goal time_req is evaluated in the union of the program Travel with a set of 
hypothesis (program H ). H states that the estimated time depends from the speed 
of the car, the weather in the cities and the traffic on the road. We could change 
hypothesis and suppose that the estimated t ime depends only on the speed of the car 
and the traffic. That is, we can use as hypothesis a new program HI and evaluate 
time_req in Travel U Hl. 

3.2 Contextual Logic Programming 

Monteiro and Porto int roduced in (17) the paradigm of contextual logic programming. 
The basic idea is to partition a logic program into a collection of named programs 
(called units) which are viewed as sets of context-dependent definitions of predicates. 
Programs may be dynamically combined together to form contexts. A context of 
programs denotes a hierarchical composition of programs, which may be represented 
by a stack structure. T he dynamic formation of contexts is supported by extension 
formulae which may occur both in the goals and in the body of program clauses. 

Contexts are represented by sequences of program names such as ttn ... u 1, where ttn 

is the element on top of the context. An extension formula u » g, where u is a 
program name and g a goal, extends the current context c by pushing u on top of c 
so that u » g can be proved in the context c if g can be proved in the context uc, as 
stated by the rule 

uc 1- g 
cl-u;)>g 

The derivation of an atomic formula a is defined by two rules. The first rule 

a~ bE ground(u) 1\ uc 1- b 

uc 1- a 

(1) 

(2) 

states that a can be derived by applying a clause for a in the program u on top of the 
context and by deriving the resulting goal in the same context. 

The second rule 

name(a) V. defs(u) 1\ c 1- a 
uc 1- a (3) 

states that if the program on top of the context does not contain a definition for a, 
then a may be derived in the remaining part of the context. In (3), name( a) denotes 
the name of the predicate of the atomic formula a and def s(u) the set of predicate 
names defined in u. Notice that the condition name( a) ¢ de/ s(u) defines the same 
restriction mechanism which has been s tudied in Section 2. 

T he form of program composition supported by contextual logic programming may 
be viewed as an instance of the general approach supported by our amalgamated 
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language. Indeed the composition operation ~ models the restriction mechanism 
and the operations u and • can be used to represent the hierarchical composilion of 
programs specified by a context of programs. Actually, proving an extension formula 
u » g in a program c corresponds to proving g in the composi tion u U (c• ~ u). 
Intuitively, the operation U permits to access to the clauses of u according to rule (2) 
and, combined with • and ~. reconstructs the behavior specified by rule (3) . 

The correspondence between the above program expression and rules (1), (2) and (3) 
is illustrated by a simple example drawn (rom II iJ. 
Consider the following programs Authors and Books. 

Book$ 
wrote(plato, republic) -
wrote( homer, iliad) ..... 
author (x)- Author$ :l> author (:z:) 

The last rule is translated in 

Author$ 
author(x) - wrote(r , y) 

author (x) - author(z) in Author!! U (Boob" -<Author.!). 

For instance, the top-down derivation of the goal author(plato) in the program Books 
is illustrated by the following proof tree, which is constructed according to the infer
ence rules presented in section 2. (In the tree each name is shortened into its initial 
symbol, e.g. B stands for Books, p for plato and e for empty). 

B 1- a(p) - a(p) in A U (B" -<A) 8 1- a(p) in AU (8" ~ A) 

B 1- a(p) 

The left-hand hypothesis is justified by the presence of the clause in program Boob. 
The right-hand hypothesis B 1- a(p) in A u (B" ~ A ) is in turn justified by the tree: 

A 1- a(p) - w(p, r) 

A U (B" ~ A) 1- a (p) - w(p , r) 

3.3 Blocks 

B 1- w(p, r) 

B" 1- w(p, r) - e 

B"-< A 1- w(p, r ) - e 

AU (8" ~ A) 1- w(p, r )- e AU (B" ~ A ) 1- e 

AU (8" -< A) 1- w(p, r ) 

Au (B" ~ A) 1- a(p) 

8 1- a(p) in AU (B" ~ A) 

We now consider a form of contextual logic programming which does not take into 
account the restriction mechanism. This form of contextual logic programming cnn 
be defined by replacing rule (3) with 

c 1- Q 

uc 1- Q 
(4) 
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where the condition name( a) V. def s( u) is withdrawn. 

As pointed out in 16). this form of contextual logic programming defines scoping rules 

for predicate names resembling those defined by Giordano, Martelli and Rossi in 112) 

for a notion of blocks inspired by conventional programming languages. 

This form of contextual logic programming can be reconstructed in terms of the 

operations u and • · In fact. to prove an extension formula u » g in a program c 

corresponds to proving g in the composition u u c• . Formally, this corresponds to 

turning rule (1) into the metalevel goal demo(uuc· ,x). 

Other forms of contextual logic programming can be obtained by by defining the 

context handling mechanism and the restriction mechanism in different ways, as shown 

in 13. 6, 13). 

3.4 Hierarch ical Reasoning 

Now, we show how the amalgamated language can support forms of hierarchical 

reasoning, that is, the definitions of inheritance relations 1between programs. An 

inheritance relation defines how the knowledge incorporated into a super-program is 

inherited by a sub-program. 

We consider. in the following. a sort of a isa relationship. The meaning of the relation 

P isa Q where P and Q are logic programs, is that P inherits all the predicate 

definitions from Q. except for the predicates defined in P . To model the behavior of 

such hierarchical relation. we use the union, and restriction operations. In particular, 

proving a goal in a hierarchy P rsa Q can be modelled by the composition Pu(Q-< P). 

Let us explain the isa hierarchical relation with a simple example. 

Mammal 
eats(meat)
eats (vegetables)
mode(gallop) -
habitat(ground) -

John 
works(london) -
age(25)-

Human 
mode(walk) -
lives(X) - work.t_in(X) 

Moby 
lives( North...sea) -

Whale 
habitat(sea) -
mode(swim) -

Suppose we want to know in which city John lives. The top- level goal will be 

- lives(X) in (John iso Human isa Mammal) 

and the answer will be L011don. Indeed, John inheri ts the definitions of the predicates 

live.s and mode from H uman. Notice that the predicate mode in Mammal has been 

overriden by th£' definition in Human. Analogously, the goal 

- mode(X) i11 (Moby isa Whale isa. Mammal) will answer swim because mod.e hns 

110 definition in .A.1 oby and the program Whale overrides the program Mammal . 
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4 Conclus ions 

The amalgamated language of program expressions bas been implemented in Goede! 

by means of meta-programmings techniques ([5)). Although the meta-logical imple

mentation of an amalgamated language provides us with a tool for experimenting with 

the re-constructions of different knowledge representation and reasoning systems, its 

low efficiency disallows large experiments. As a step towards a real system, we have 

developed an implementation based on a compiler plus an extended WAM. Essentially 

the extended WAM is capable of handling collection of programs 14), the composition 

operations and the "context switching", necessary to implement the G in Pexp fea

ture. In 14) we show some experimental results comparing the interpretation-oriented, 

compilation-oriented and the WAM-based implementation. The result is a consider

able improvement of performance when comparing the WAM-based approach w.r.t . a 

interpretation oriented approach and an acceptable degradation of performance when 

it is compared with a compilation oriented approach. 

The "in" feature can be interpreted as a means of sending messages from a virtual 

program to another virtual program. This feature along with the recon'struction of 

inheritance provided by the operations seems to offer opportunities for incorporating 

object-oriented features into logic programming. The advantage of our approach with 

respect to many others which have been proposed Ill) is in the firm rooting of the 

semantics in a conservative extension of the semantics of pure logic programming. 
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Abe tract 
We present a dcu1 construction as a possible extension to be included in 

a functional language. It establnhes a mechanism (or generic definition which 

integrates the concepts of overloading, inheritance, polymorphism and higher

order in a coherent way. By means of this mechanism, high order functions can 

be parameterized by data structures described as algebraic types. Given t he 

definition of a particular type as a parameter, the class supplies instances of the 

functions for the given type in an automatic way. 
In our opinion, this concept implies a natural evolution o( the classes cur

rently defined in the Haskell [3] and Gofer [6) languages. The mechanisms used 

by these languages are carefully reviewed in this paper. Examples a.re given 

for t he generic definition o( classes, such aa mop, fold and others, and several 

instances of t hem are shown for different algebraic types. 

Introduction 

Generecity is a term that , in a wide sense, has been used in programming languages 

as schema of abstraction . T he concept is associated with t hat of parameterization, in 

the sense of t he identification of a variable part and of an instantiation mechanism of 

a generic schema. Therefore it is also close to the idea of class, because the schem& 

represents the class of all its valid instances. Moreover, t he class formed by a subset 

of instances which match to a common pat tern is conceptually a subclass. T herefore, 

t he concept of inheritance is a lso related to that of generecity. 

In this sense, it can be said that t he evolution of programming languages in dif

ferent paradigms shows a common tendency towards more generic mechanisms and 

constructions. Related concepts have been adopted in each paradigm to reach t his 

objective. Another result of this evolution is that programming and specification 

languages are progressively closer . For example, functional languages now include 

constructions supporting concepts and methods commiog from the area of a lgebra ic 

specifi cation (e.g. equational definition by patterns, constructor operations of a lge

braic types, abstract types, etc.). 
W ith regard to geoericity in t he functional case, until t he appearance of Haskell (3]. 

the main abstraction mechanism was the combination of higher-order and polimo~ 

phism , which already provides a high level of abstraction: highe-ordcr functiorut M e 
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indeed generic algorithms and polymorphism is a special form of genericity. The 

generic schema is, in the case of polymorphism, that of an algorithm or a data struc

ture "invariant" in all its possible concretions. This invariability of the schema is 

possible thanks to its independence of the form which the parameter adopts. That is, 

polymorphism is a particular case of genericity where the parameter is unrestricted. 

But there are cases in which the algorithm changes from one instance to an

other(e.g. the addition of integer and real nurobers)and, although a certain common 

pattern exists, the language mechanisms are insufficient to reflect this fact . In such 

cases we talk of overloading, usually meaning" the same name for different algoritms" . 

But the concept implies a particular form of genericity, since the convenience of using 

the same name comes from the fact that there are common characteristics which are 

significant enough to do so. In other words, the overloaded operations (and the types 

over which they are defined) belong conceptually to the same class. 

In functional programming the concept of class appears precisely as a consecuence 

of the attempt to resolve the problem of overloading in a uniform manner. The 

committee which developed the language Haskell had the aim of designing of a lazy 

functional language which would sythesize the state of the art. The moet serious 

problem was the lack of a uniform criterion to overload several operations ' such as 

aritmetic operations, equality or the conversion to strings. In previous languages 

such as Standard ML [11] or Miranda [9]. the solution differs from one language to 

another, and even from one operation to another in the same language. The solution 

adopted in Haskell was based on a proposal by Wadler [10] to extend the familiar 

Hindley-Milner system [8] with what be called type clauu. A type class is a set of 

types which have one or more overloaded operations defined over them. 

In our opinion, the power of this new approach greatly exceded the initial aim, 

since the resulting construction provides a mechanism of genericity-inberitance com

plementary to and much wider than polymorphism. The class definition provides a 

greater level of abstraction and reusability, the definitions (of types, functions, equa

tions, etc.) encapsulate characteristics which are common to a set of individuals, and 

all that remains is the definition of specifics for each instance. On the other band the 

same mechanism can be used to define conditions to be required to the argumentss, 

and the hierarchy associated to the class inclusion or belonging is used to infer the va

lidity of a specific parameter. Moreover, the language offers possibilities which up to 

now were present only in specification languages: to define "non-executable" abstract 

objects (theories in OBJ [4]), such as the class of types with equality or with a partial 

order relation, and organize the conceptual dependencies among them analogously to 

what happens in these languages [1]. 

In the language Gofer [6, 7], which arose as an experimental language related to 

the definition of Haskell , various extentions have been proposed which improve the 

mechanism and further emphasize the ideas of genericity and inheritance mentioned 

above. 
In this work we propose a further extension to the class definition by means of a 

more powerful mechanism of parameterization , which allows the definition of generic 

algorithms suitable for a wide variety of data structures. The aim is to give complete 

generic definitions parameterized by algebraic types. Given the definition of a partic

ular type as a parameter , the corresponding instance is automatically obtained. We 
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believe that this proposal integrates the ideas of overloading, inheritance, polymor

phism and higher ord~r in a generic mechanism of a very high level of abstraction. 

The organizaton of the paper is as follows: In the following section we review th 

evolution of the class definition mechanism in Haskell and in later versions of Gofer. 

In section 3 we describe the extension mentioned above and give examples of generic 

classes. These represent generalizations of known higher order functions for list11, 

such as map or fold. In section 4 these definitions are instantiated for various data 

structures, explaining the mechanism of expansion and the resulting equations in each 

case. Finally, section 5 contains the conclussions and outlines possible continuations 

of this work. 

2 Review of the concept of class in Haskell and 

Gofer 

2.1 Type Classes in Haskell 

A class in Haskell is defined as the grouping of a set of functions whose name and 

type must be given. The definition may also contain some equations which are con

sidered default definitions for the involved functions. These definitions may be eith •r 

preserved or replaced by others in each particular instance of the class. A class rep

resents the set of all the types for which the functions are defined. For instance, the 

equality types class is defined: 

class Eq a where 
(==) ::a- >a- > Boo/ 
(/=)::a-> a- > Boo/ 
z /= y =not (z == y) 

For a type T to be considered a member of the class, an instance declaration must be 

provided: 

instance Eq T where 
( ==) = ... definition ... 

If two types T1 and T2 have been declared in this way, ( = =) is said to be an over

loaded operation . Depending on the context in which(==) appears, the compiler will 

decide which instance of the operation is applicable. In some ambiguous cases ~he 

programmer must provide additional type information. 

A function f defined in terms of an overloaded function g will also result over

loaded. For instance, the function member of a list requires the elements of the list 

to have defined an equality operation. Its type is expressed in Haskell as follows: 

member :: (Eq a)=> a- > [a]- > Bool 

This declaration restricts the instantiation of the type variable a: only those typt.,. 

belonging to class Eq will be acceptable. The expression to the left of the => symbol 

is called the contert. Also, both a class and an instance declarations may havo a 
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context as condition. An instance declaration context could even make reference to 
~other instance of the same class. For instance, we can instantiate the class Eq for 
lists under the condition that the list element type belongs already to the class Eq : 

instance (Eq a) => Eq [a] where 
(==) = ... the definition may use(==) for a ... 

The .mechanism for defining a class as a subclass of another class has a similar syntax. 
For mstance, the following class definition 

class (Eq a) => Ord a where 
(<=)::a-> a- > Boo/ 

defines the class Ordas a subclass of the class Eq. This means that Ord inherib all 
the operations defined in Eq. In Haskell , a class may be a subclass of more than one 
class, i.e., multiple inheritance is allowed. It is important to emphasize the difference 
betwee.n the two definitions above. In the first case, the context (Eq a) represents 
a requirement on the pa~ameter a . In the second case, the context (Eq a) makes 
reference to the class Eq Itself and defines Ord as a subclass of ;t. 

2.2 Constructor Classes in Gofer 

The lang~age Go~er ~epresent.s a step further in the direction initiated by Haskell. The 
first vers1on [5] ehmanates the Haskell restriction Lhat to the right of the => symbol 
only one. type ~nstru~tor was allowed. But more significant changes came with the 
last vers1on (7). an wh1ch the concept of con&tructor classes is introduced. Here the 
idea is that the class parameter is no longer a type variable a but a polymorphic type 
constructor T such as T ree or List. This allows the definition of map as an overloaded 
function (that. was not possible in Haskell): 

class Functor T where 
map :: (a-> b)-> Ta- > Tb 

The underlying idea is that map represents an abstraction independent of the struc
~ural.part of the data type: it converts type a elements into type bones while keeping 
1nvar1a_nt the rest of the st~ucture . So, there are two levels of parameters: the poly
morphic ones a ~nd b wh1ch are parameters of each map instance, and the type 
constructor T whach is a parameter of the class. 

It is also possible to define a subclass of a constructor class. The mechanism is 
the same as that of type classes. For instance, 

class Functor T => Monad T where 
result :: a- > T a 
join:: T (T a)-> T a 
bind :: T a- > (a- > T b)- > T b 
join % = bind % id 
z 'bind' / = join (map / z) 
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expresses that any type belonging to Monad must belong previously to Fu11ctor, i.e. , 
must. have defined an instance of map. In addition, it. must have defined the function11 

result, join and 6ind. 
Constructor classes can be instantiated in the same way as type classes. For 

instance, for lists and binary trees we would write: 

instance Functor List where 
map I[]=[] 
map/ (a :z ) = /a : map/ z 

instance Functor Tree where 
map f Emptytree = E mptytree 
map f (left -: root :-right)= (map fleft )-: (/ root) :-(map f right) 

By looking at these definitions we can observe that there exists a common pattern 
in the way the equations are written . The question comes up whether it would he 
possible to express this pattern and give a generic definition for all the instances of 
map. For doing that, since the number and shape of the equations depend on the 
type T data constructors, it would be needed to consider these data constructors tu1 

a parameter . The current language mechanisms do not allow this. 
In {7), J ones makes some considerations about. the parameterization of ci888C8 by 

monads. If types are considered monads, then generic functions might be defined in 
terms of map, result, join and bind. This approach would result in an indepencence of 
the particular data constructors. For instance, in the case of lists, instead of reasoning 
in terms of [] and (:), we would do in terms of resuU (unit list) and join (con cat). T he 
authors have explored somewhat this approach and have found two drawbacks in it.: in 
one hand, it is not obvious that any type could be defined as a monad without loosing 
important characteristics. To this respect we can say that the list is an exception8lly 
regular type and an attempt to generalize its behaviour to other types leads to littlt• 
intuitive results. In the other hand , not all interesting higher order functions can be 
expressed in monadic terms (the reader may wish trying the definition of fold for lists 
in terms of the four monadic functions above). 

Summarizing this section, in Haskell the class parameter is a type variable ~ . in 
Gofer we can "open" a and use T {J as the class parameter. The next step would 
be to "open" T {J and use its internal structure as a parameter. What follows is a 
proposal to extend Gofer in this direction . 

3 Language for defining parameterized classes 

3.1 Structure Classes 
In this section we propose the language constructions needed in Gofer to have ci~WK'& 
parameterized by algebraic type definitions. By analogy with the terms type clautlf 
and constructor classes alre.ady explained, we will use for them the term &truclurr 

clauu. 
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As a first step in a full implementation of this feature, we can think of it as 
implemented by a preprocessor taking as input the classes definition written in the 
language here proposed, along with the program text in which instances of these 
classes are used. The output produced would be Gofer text consisting of constructor 
classes definitions and as many instance classes definitions as overloaded instances 
appear in the text. 

To convert algebraic type definitions into a formal parameter we need to express 
them in a generic way. The starting point is the Gofer grammar for the data con
struction. To simplify the presentation we will assume prefix data constructors and 
a single polymorphic type variable a. Under these assumptions, the definition of an 
algebraic data type has the following aspect: 

data T a= k1 (Tf a) ... (7f1 a) I ... 1 A:n (T~ a) ... (7;"• a) 

where the T/ are type expressions that we call secondary type constructors, and which 
can contain T as a subexpression. For instance, in the declaration of an n-ary tree: 

Ntree a= Node a (List Ntree a) 
I 

the matching with the above definition would be: n = 1, k1 = Node, m1 = 2, Tf = 
Id, Tf = List Ntree, where Jd denotes the identity type constructor explained in 
definition 3.3. 

The generic definition of an algebraic type will consist of a pattern for this gram
mar, in some respects similar to those used for list comprehension definitions. In this 
pattern an index will range over the number of data constructors {k;), and patterns 
for the secondary type costructors will be also given. In definition 3.2 the secondary 
constructors associated to each k; are grouped to form two type con~tructor expres
sions. The first one corresponds to the non recursive part (those Tf which does'nt 
contain T), and the second expression corresponds to the recursive ocurrences of type 
Ta. 

Regarding function defining equations, their number depends on the number of 
type T data constructors and their shape depends on the secondary type constructors. 
So a generic way of expressing these equations will be given. 

The type of the functions defined in the class will be also given in a generic way. 
ln some cases, for instance in the definition of the fold function (see section 3.3), the 
number and shape of their parameters depend on the data constructors of the type. 
In this and in other examples it is not possible to give a single polymorphic type to 
the set of all instance functions of the class, even if this type is parameterized by the 
type constructor T . · This indicates that the overloading concept derivated from our 
structure classes is more general than the one derivated from the constructor cl88Ses. 

Finally, it may happen that a particular cl888 definition is not applicable to every 
algebraic type definition. So, certain restrictions on the number or shape of the data 
constructors can be· expressed in the language. 

3.2 Class definition 

To ease the language presentation, in what follows we shall use some mathematical 
notation such as subindexes in some constructor or function names. In an actual 
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programming language, a concrete syntax would be used for expressing these concepl.fl. 

Definition 3.1 A class definition bas the following syntax: 

where: 

class contert =>name T over 
T a= {A:; (M; a) (Mf (T a)) I i-[Lm]} 

restrictions ... restrictions on m, k;, M; Y Mf. · · 
given /; ::type of/;. .. . 
defines ho/j :: type of higher ord~r funct1o~ ho/j 

hoi. p p - equat1ons defining ho/1· •. • J 1 ··· n- ... 

• conterl: has the same syntax and meaning as in Gofer. 

• name: is the name of the class. 

• T is the name of the polymorphic type cons~ructor being ~he. formal ~arametcr 
of the class. The actual parameter must satisfy the restrtct10ns sect1on. 

• The second line is a generic algebraic type declaration for T. This pattern and 
its interpretation is detailed in definition 3.2. 

• The optional restrictions section may imp.ose ~me r~·trictions on the param
eter T. Some examples of restrictions are gtven m sectton 4. 

• The given section declares the run time parameters of the higher order .functions 
defined by the class. The number and type of these parameters depend m general 

on the shape of T. 

• The defines section introduces the member functions defined .by the class. It 
consists of the generic type and equations defining these functions . The equa
tions may be conditional, being the conditions questions on the shape ofT. 

0 

Definition 3.2 A type definition T Q consists of the following pattern: 

T a= {A:; (M; a) (MI (T a)) I i+-[l..m]} 

where: 

{ •-. 1 · [1 )) being m > 1 is a generic set of data constructors. 
• A: j 1+- •• ffl I - I 

• (M; a) is a generic type expression possibly including the pol~~orphic type 
variable a. It represents the non recursive part of the type defimt1on. 

• (Mf r · a) is a generic type expression inclu~~ng the subexpression T a. It 
represents the recursive part of the type defimtion. 

M; and Mf are generic type constructors defined in definition 3.3. 0 
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Definition 3.3 A generic type constructor M is any expression generated by the 
following abstract grammar: 

M ::= () I Id I M1 """ M2 I M1 M2 I M on I Pol 

where: 

• 0 is the null constructor. When applied to a polymorphic variable {J it deletes 
{J from the expression. 

• ld is the identity constructor. When applied to a polymorphic variable {J it 
produces {J. 

• The expansion operator, denoted ..... , defines the currying of constructors M1 and 
M2. A variable z with type Mt - M2 a denotes a pair of variables x1 , x2 whose 
types are respectively Mt a and M2 Q. We shall write this pair as x1 - x2 • 
The expression f x 1 ..... • • · ..... Zn denotes applying the curried function f to the 
sequence of parameters x1 ·· · xn. i.e., it is equivalent to f x1 · · ·xn. 

• M1 M2 denotes the functional composition of type constructors. The standard 
interpretation for M 1 M2 {J is M1 (M2 {J). 1 

• Mon denotes a monomorphic type constructor such as Boo/. 

• Pol denotes a polymorphic type constructor such as List . Its arity must be 
greater or equal than one. 

0 

As an example of this definition, the polymorphic type expression (Boo/, Q1 [Q)) is 
parsed by the above grammar as follows: 

(,,)(Boo/- Jd""" []) Q or, more abstractly, by Pol (Mon- Id""" Pol) Q 

It represents the tupling constructor (,, ), applied in a curried way to three type 
expressions: 

(.,) :: bool-a-+[aJ-(bool, a, [Q]) 
A variable x :: Bool- Q ..... [QJ denotes the triple b- a""" I, where b :: bool, a :: Q1 / :: 

[a] . Also, (.,) b- a- I is equivalent to (,,) b a I. 
Frequently we shall use function names overloaded for different types. For in

stance, f M , being M a generic type constructor , denotes the instance of function f 
corresponding to the type expression M a. In the generic definitions below it will be 
frequent to define an instance !M, off in terms of another instance !M, for a type 
constructor M2 simpler than M 1 • To ensure the termination of this recursion, we 
need to define the instances off corresponding to the simplest type constructors. So, 
we give the following default definition. 

Definition 3.4 For any function/, we define: 

0 
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3.3 Some examples of classes 
The map function 

AB a first example, we define the class af all algebraic types admitting the higher 
order function map. Given as parameters a function f :: a-+{J and a data structure 
of type T Q

1 
the map function produces a data structure of type T {J by applying 

the funtion f to every value of type Q found in the original structure. As it bas been 
said in Gofer it is possible to give a generic type for this overloaded map function, 
but the programmer must define every instance of map be/she needs. Below we give 
a generic definition of map. Since the restrictions section is empty, in fact we are 
defining map for any data type. 

class with..map T over 
T Q = {ki (Ma a) (M; (T a)) I i-[l..m]} 

given f :: Q-+{3 
defines maP'J' :: (a-+{J)-T a-T {3 

{maPT f (k, ai Zi) = ki (mapM1 f ai) (mapM: (moPT f ) Zi) 
where mapM,-M, f x1 - z2 = (mapM1 f x,) ..... (mopM, f x2) 

fflOPMon f X= X 

I i-[Lm]} 

This definition of map involves two types of recursion: in one band, the instance 
function maPT is recursively applied to the substructures of type T a of the original 
structure; in the other band, the definition recurs to the instances mapM, and map"'! 
for other type constructors M, and Mf of the function being defined. The tint rec~r
sion is the usual one. It terminates when the function is applied to a non recurs1ve 
data constructor k1 (for instance, the empty list). For the second type of recursio~ .we 
need instances of map for simpler and simpler type constructors. The same defimt.1on 
applies except in the cases covered by the where clause or by definj~ion 3.4. . 

We give the details of the instantiation of map for the non recurs1ve polymorptuc 
type (boo/, a, Q). In section 4 _more significant examples are presented. 

instance wit.ILmap Trip 
where Trip a =triple Bool a Q 

The substitution of formal parameters by actuals and the equation generated by the 
instantiation mechapism would be as follows: 

k1 =triple I M1 = Boo/- Id""" 1d I Mf = 0 
o1 =Bool-Id-Ida=bota2 Xt=O 

mOPTrip f (triple b ..... 01 ..... a2) 
=triple (maps0 or-ld-ld f b""" 01- a2) (map() (map:rrip f) 0) 
=triple (mapsool f b)"" (mapld f Ot)""" (mopld f a2) (() ()) 
=triple b""" (! a1) - (! a2) 

maPTrip f (triple b a1 02) =triple b (! o1) (! a2) 
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The fold function 

The intuition behind fold is to "reduce" a structure of type T a to a value of type 
{J. For this purpose it uses a set {ra}ae{t..m) of reductor functions homomorphical to 
the type T a data constructors. The following class defines the higher order function 
fold for any algebraic data type T a. 

class with..fold T over 
' T a= {k, (M, a) (Mf (T a)) I i-[Lm]} 

{ri :: M, a-M/ P-P I i-(Lm]} 
{Mf subclass of with....map I i-[l..m]} 

given 
restrictions 
defines l oldT :: {M; a-Mf P-fJ I i-[l..m]}-T a-{J 

{foldT {r; I i-(Lm]} {kj a1 Zj) = 
TJ a1 (mapMj {loldT {r; I i-[l..m]}) ZJ) 

I i-[l..m]} 

In this example only one level of recursion is present: the application of loldT to 
the recursive substructures of type T a. This recursion tellminates when loldT is 
applied to a non recursive data constructor k1. The class requires the existence of 
a map i~st~ce for the generic type constructor MJ. The map function distributes 
the apphcat1on of f oldT to all the substructures of type T a present in the original 
structure. Since any type belongs to the with_map class, then any type will also belong 
to the with..fold class. 

We present here, omitting the details, the instance of fold for the monomorphic 
type Boo/. In section 4 more complex examples are presented. 

loldsool :: (bool-fJ)-booi-{J loldsool r b = r b 

It simply applies the reductor function r received as a parameter to the boolean value 
b, i.e. it is the identity function ldsool-~ · 

As it has been said at the begining of this section, the overloading introduced by 
this example can not be expressed with the current facilities of Gofer. Clearly, it is 
not possible to assign a single polymorphic type to all the instances of fold, as its type 
heavily depends on the shape of the parameter T a. 

The map£ function 

The map£ function "intersects" two structures of types T a and T {J having corre
sponding matching portions. It produces a structure of type T 6 by locating a value of 
type 6 in those places where in the original structures there exist respectively values 
of types a and {J. These 6 values are obtained by applying a function 1 :: a-fJ-6 to 
the values located in homolog places in the original structures. The instance for lists 
is w~ll known and its utility have been stressed in many contexts (2]. The instance 
for trees could be useful as the basis for an unification algorithm. 
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class with....mapt T over 
T a= {k; (M; a) (M/ (T a)) I i-(l..n]} 

restrictio.DB n > 1~arity (k1) = 0 

given 
defines 

{n > 1 td > 1~ arity (k;) # 0 
I i-{l..n}} 
I :: a-P-6 
map2T :: (a-fJ-6)-T a-T {J-T 6 
{[n = 1 V (n > 1 /\ arity (k;) # O)]~map2T I (k; a; Zi) {k; b; IIi) 

I i-{Ln}} 

= k; (map2M4 /a, ba) (map2M! (map2T I ) z ; IIi) 
where map2M,-M, I (z1 - z;) (Jil - ~) = 

(map2M1 I Zt yl)- (mapM, I 2:2 112) 
map2Mon I% 11 =% .- y 

(n > l]:::}map2T I z y = k1 

In this example we emphasize the importance of the restrictions clause. Although 
we have not made a special effort to define a restrictions language, we indicate that 
it would have to express any restriction on the parameter T a that could be checked 
at compile time. In this example we are asking that, if T a has more than one 
data constructor, then exactly one of the data constructors must have arity zero. 
This constructor is used in the second (conditional) equation to deliver a "default" 
structure for those parts where the original structures do not match . In the instance 
for lists this covers the case of different length lists, and in the instance for binary 
trees, this covers not matching subtrees. The default constructors are respectively 
the empty list and the empty tree. 

The traversal function 

The traversable class defines the traversal function doing the traversal of a data struc
ture of type T a and producing the list [a] of all type a elements. 

class with..map T~ traver&able T over 
T a= {k; (M; a) (Mf (T a)) I i-(Lm]} 

defines traversaiT :: T a-(a] 
{traversalT (k; a, Zi) = 

(travers.aiM, a,)*traversaiM; Li•t (mapM: traversalT z;) 
where traversaiM, ... M2 (:r:l-:r:2) = (traversaiM 1 zl)*(traversaiM, z2) 

traversaiMon z = [] 
traversalld z = (z] 
traversalo z = [] 
traversa/Lhc :r: = z 

I i-{l..m}} 

For the traversal to make sense, the structure must only contain type a elements, 
being a any type. However, the definition above does not assume this property. If 
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there were values of other types, they simply would not appear in the resulting list.. 

Since the only parameter of the traversal function is the structure itself, let us note 

in this case that the given section is empty. 

4 Instantiation of paramerized classes 

In this section, some instances of the classes defined in the previous section are pre

sented. We explain to a certain level of detail the tasks the preprocessor must ac

complish. The first step consists of an "clever" pattern matching between the formal 

parameter T a of the class and the definition, as an algebraic type, of the actual 

parameter. By clever we mean that in such a matching the actual data constructors 

k; must be numbered and, for each of them, the secondary constructors of their pa

rameters must be grouped and reordered, so determining the actual expressions for 

M; and M/. The initial ordering of the parameters must however be remembered so 

that the format of the generated equations be the expected one. 

Once k;, M; and M/ are determined, the next step (we can call it the expansion 

step) consists essentially of a rewriting process applying th~ definitions contained in 

the class, or the default definitions, from left to right. The examples clarify the details. 

Example 4.1 Instantiation of the class with_map with the type binary tree of a. 

instance with-map Bintree 

where Bintree a= A I t&. (Bintree a) a (Bintree a) 

It follows the subt.itution offormal variables by actual ones and tbe resulting equations 

for the corresponding instance of map: 

kl = 6.1 Ml =()I M[ =()II k2 = t&.' M2 = Id I M~ = Id,.., Id 

a1 = () .r1 = () a2 = a .2:2 = J/1 ,.., Y2 

mapsinlrec :: (a -+{J)-Bintree a-Bintree P 

mapsint,.ee /t:.. = mapsinlr-ee I (t:.. (mapo I a1) (mapo I .r1) = 

= A (() I ()) (() I ()) = A 

mapsintrcc f (t&. Yl a Y2) = mapsint,.ec f (t&. a Yl ,.., J/2) = 

= t&. (mapfd /a) (mapu-ld (maPBintru I) J/1,.., Jl2) 

= t&. (mapu (mapsinlru I) Yl) (mapu /a) (mapu (mapsintrec f) Y2) 

= t&. (mapsintrcc f yt) {I a) (mapsinlree f Y2) 

Let us note in the second and fourth terms of the second equation that the parametert 

of the constructor t&. suffer first a grouping and then they recover the original order, 

corresponding to the appearing and disappearing of the expansion operator ....... The 

reason for this grouping and reordering is the already commented matching between 

the formnl parameter T a and the definition of the actual parameter Bintree a . 
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Example 4 .2 . Instantiation of the class with_fold with the type binary tree of 0 with 

elements only m the leovu. 

instance with_fold Tree 

where Tree a = leaf a I (Tree a):/\: (Tree a) 

It follows the subti~uti?n of formal variables by actual ones and the resulting equations 

for the correspondmg mstance of fold: 

kl = leaf' Ml = I d I Mf = () II k2 = : 1\: I M2 = () I M~ = ld ,..... ld 

OJ : a Zt = {) a2 = {) Z2 = J/1 - Y2 

r1 :: Ida-() P-P r 1 :: a-+P 

r2 :: 0 a-u- Id P--P r2 :: P-P-P 

foldrrcc :: (a-+P)--(P-P-P) 

/oldrrcc r1 r2 (leaf a)= foldrree r1 r2 (leaf a 1 z1) = 

= r1 a (map() (!oldr .. cc r 1 r2) ()) = r 1 a 

foldrree r1 r2 (YI :1\: Y2) = /oldrrce r1 r2 (: t\ : a2 .r2) = 

= r2 0 (mapu-u (fold r1 r2) J/1,..... Y2) = r 2 {fold r 1 r2 yt) {fold r
1 

r
2 

y
2

) 

Example 4.3 Instantiation of the class with_mapt with the type n-ory tree of a. 

instance with_mapt Ntree 

where Ntree a=~ a (List Ntree a) 

In a more usual notation we can write instead Ntree a- = ~ a- [Ntree aJ. Let "" 

note that th~ number of constructors of Ntree a is n = 1. The instantiation of formal 

parameters 18 as follows: 

kt = ~ M1 = /d 
a1=lda=a 
61 = Id 6 = 6 

M[ =List 
.r1 = List .r = z 

J11 =List y = y 

Only the. first of the. two conditional equati~ns of with_mapt meets its condition and , 

as there IS one constructor, only the followmg equation will be generated: 

map2N,,.ee :: (a-P--6)--Ntree a-Ntree P-Ntree 6 

map2NI,.ee I(~ a .r) (~ 6 y) =~(!a 6) (map2Li•l (map2Ntru f ) z u) 

Let us note that the detection. of the possible no matching between the two n-ary 

t ree parameters of map2Ntree 1s delegated to the instance map2u,1 
for lists. I( thr 

~umber of subtrees ~f the first tree i~ different from that of the second one, thill 

mstance generates a hst. whose length 1s the shortest of the two. 
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Example 4.4 Instantiation of the dass witiLmap£ with the type hinarr t ree of a 

with element& only in the leaves defined in example 4.2. 

ln this ease, the instantiation mechanism would produce an error as this type does 

not meet the restrictions section requirements. ln effect, the type Tree a bas m ore 

than one constructor and none of them is of arity zero. May be it is now more evident 

the need for this requirement: in this case the corresponding instance of map£ would 

not be able to deliver a default tree value when the original trees do not match. We 

might modify the type definition by adding a zero-ary constructor, obtaining: 

instance with_map Tree' 
where Tree' a= 6 lleaf a I (Tree a) :A: (Tree a) 

With this modification the instantiation of map£ will produce the following equa~ 

tions: 

map2r,.u• :: (a-fJ-6)-Tree' a-Tree' P-Tree' 6 

map2rree' /(leaf a) (leaf b) =leaf (I a b) 

map2Trce' f (z1 :A: z2) (Yt :A: 112) = (map2Tree' / Zt J/1) :Y\: (map2rree' / Z2 112) 

map2Trce' / z Jl = 6 

Example 4.5 Instantiation of the class traversable with the type binarJI tree of a 

defined in example 4.1. The equations generated in this ease are the following: 

traversalsantru :: Bintree a-(a) 
traversalsintree 6 = [) 
traversalsintree (~ Zt a z2) = (traversalsintree zl)*[a]*(traversa/sintree z 2) 

Due to the pattern matching between the formal and the actual parameters, the 

order in which the elements appear in the list depends on the order of the data 

constructor parameters. The generic t raversal chooses the substructures from left to 

right following the order in which they are declared. In this example, the inorder 

traversal is generated. The programmer may be willing to a lter its type declaration 

t<> produce other traversals. 

5 Conclusion 

We have presented a class construction as a proposal to be incorporated in a func~ 

tionallanguage supporting overloading. It represents a natural evolution of the over~ 

loading concepts already present in Haskell and Gofer. In Gofer it is possible to 

overload a polymorphic function whose type depends on a type constructor T. The 

set. of functions with this overloaded type and name constitutes a class. The program

mer must construct explicitly all the instance functions for different. types T be/she 

may need . In our proposal, these instances a re generated automatically from a single 

generic definition, and the types of the functions may be different (in the sense of non 

unifiable types) from one instance to another. 

We believe that this proposal pushes up the level of abstraction of the language 

since the programmer can construct higher order functions for a large number of data 

types with a single definition. 
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As a continuation of this work we are currently trying to enlarge the number of 

higher order functions for which makes sense to have a generic definition. To thiH 

respect, most of the well known algorithmic schemes (for instance, the greedy method 

or the dynamic programming scheme) can be expressed as generic functions over a 

(restricted) generic data type. ln the other hand, we are studying the possibilities 

opened by this mechanism for the definition of higher order functions for abstract. 

data types. 
With respect to the implementation of the ideas here proposed, the first step 

will consist o[ the construction of a preprocessor for Gofer. This approach, although 

useful, would have some drawbacks since the overloading that can be supported by t he 

Gofer type inference system is somewhat limited for our purposes. The final approach 

would be the full incorporation of the facility into the language. 
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Resumen 

TA&.n++ [1], [2] es un demostrador automatico de teoremas vfa refutaci6n basado en 
el estudio de Ia estructura sintactica de Ia f6rmula para detehar subf6nnulas va.Jidas, 
insatisfacibles y equivalentes. 

Las siglas TAS corresponden a Transformaciones de Arboles Sintacticos, Ia filosoffa 
de TA&.D++ esta basada en el tipo de transformaciones introducidas en TA&.NC [3]. 
TA&.D++ es el resultado de un refinamiento de TA&.ND (el algoritmo dual de TA&. 
NC). Este refinamiento consiste en incorporar a las transformaciones semantica
preservantes de TA&.ND, transformaciones que conservan Ia insatisfacibilidad para, 
de este modo, obtener una mayor eficiencia. 

TA&.D++ toma como entrada una f6rmula (o inferencia) de Ia L6gica Proposicional 
realizando el ana.Jisis sintactico de Ia negaci6n de Ia f6rmula y obteniendo asf el arbol 
de entrada al algoritmo :rA&.n++ (una lista de arboles para el caso de una inferencia). 

En el estudio de Ia validez de una inferencia, TA&.D++ utiliza estrategias adicionales 
de eficiencia para tratar el nuevo parametro del problema (el nlimero de hip6tesis), 
que evitan Ia necesidad de mantener demasiadas f6rmulas en memoria . Ademas, 
TAS-D++ genera un contramodelo en el caso de que la f6rmula (o inferencia) de 
entrada no sea va.Jida. 

En este trabajo prese~tamos una comparaci6n entre el demostrador automatico de 
teoremas, para la L6gica Proposicional, TA&.D++ frente a1 conocido metodo de las 
tablas semanticas (4]. La elecci6n para Ia comparaci6n del metodo de las tablas 
semanticas se debe a que ambos estan basados en Ia forma normal disyuntiva y son 
metodos de construci6n de modelos. 

Para comparar, en t iempo y espacio, Ia implementaci6n de ambos ATP's se ha uti
lizado un m6dulo adicional encargado de generar aleatoriamente f6rmulas bien for-

"Los aut.orcs son mlc.mbros del gTupo de lnves-tlpel6n GIMAC. 
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madas para Ia L6gica Proposicional. Este m6dulo requiere dos parimetros, uno para 
indicar el ta.mafio de Ia f6rmula que se va a generar y otro para determinar el nUmcro 
maximo de literales distintos que intervendran en dicha f6rmula. 

Ademas de los m6dulos encargados de las implementaciones de los ATP's por com
parar y del m6dulo de generaci6n de f6rmulas alea.torias, se ba utilizado un cuarto 
m6dulo estadfstico, encargado de medir y comparar tiempos y espacios empleados 
por ambos demostradores dependiendo de los dos parametros utilizados por el gener
ador aleatorio. Todos los m6dulos desarrollados han sido implementados utilizando 
el Jenguaje de programaci6n C++. 

Es notable observar el menor consumo tanto en tiempo como en espacio de TA&. 
o ++ frente a1 emplea.do por el metodo de las tablas sem&nticas. Esta diferencia es 
especialmente importante cuando crece e1 nlimero de sfmbolos en la f6rmula. El mejor 
comportamiento de TA&.D++ en este caso se puede explicar atendiendo al hecho de 
que este ATP incorpora diversas estrategias de eficiencia para evitar distrlbuciones 
innecesarias, extrayendo informaci'on de Ia propia estructura de Ia f6nnula, lo que 
puede llevar incluso a no realizar ninguna distribuci6n. 
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Gedblog Aims 

The ~edblog project starts from the idea of building a uniform environment, based 

o~ lo~ac databases theory, that could be specialized to support fast prototyping of ap

plications t~at take b~nefit. from a declarative specification style. In this perspective, 

we propose ats ~nsaon .to supp.ort declarative specification of tools that are mainly 

~~? on graphtcal user m_teractto~ . The poster gives an overview of the system, as 

at 18 tmpl~mented now, by mtroducmg the extended logic theories that Gedblog man

ages. It gtves also a taste of the graphical specification language we have defined and 

of the applications it has been tested on. 

1 Gedblog Theories 

Gedblog manages logical theories composed of different kinds of clauses: 

- Born Clauses (rules and fact.s) 

- Integrity Constraints (IC), in the form A>> B1, ... , Bs 

These can be informally interpretated as follows: each time A is true, then Bl and 

··· and B~ must be true. IC are managed following the method of modified program. 

- Checks, tn the form AI , ... ,Am==> Bl, ... , Bn 

These formula are checked only on user request and do not modify the knowledge 

expressed by the theory, as integrity constraints do. 

- Transactions, in the form T := Precondition # Bl, ... , Bn #Postcondition 

The .goal~ in the body can modify the extensional component of the theory (facts). 

ModJficattoos are recorded only if Postcondition succeeds. 

•Trua work hu been aupported by ProseU4 Finallzzato Siatem.i Informatici e Calcolo Parallelo 
of C.N.R. 
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By means of the system-defined predicate theory/1, it is p05Sible to perform inclusion 

among theories. In this way, given a starting theory Th, the associated gedblog theory 

can be defined as the set-theoretic anion of all the theories in the inclusion tree rooted 

in Th. 

2 The graphical language 

The graphic specification language[!] integrates the features of Motif and Xll in the 

Gedblog theories by means of prototype definitions and instantiations. The graphi

cal input is managed, througbt the call6ack mechanism, by transactions. A prototJ!pt: 

enables to describe structured objects with parameters, and to associate them a graph

ical representation. It is possible to instantiate a prototype by fixing the values of it.a 

parameters, in order to define a visualizable graphical object (denoted by predicate 

object). An important point to stress is that in Gedblog the frame theory (the space 

of visualized objects) is managed in a deductive way. Only instances of the object 

predicate that can be deduced time by time are visualized. 

3 Applications 

A number of graphical interfaces has been prototyped by using Gedblog: an SA DT 

browser, a software modules configuration interface, and some interface tools for the 

Oikos project (a process-centered environment for supporting the software develop

ment process developed at Department of Computer science of Pisa). The simple 

mechanism of inclusion among theories resulted very useful in the modularization of 

specifications we have realized until now. 
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Aha tract 

p ~icSQL is a query language which allows the exchange of data between a 

ro og system a.nd a relational DBMS. The language design goal wu to achi 
good expresai "t "th 1 

· eve 
V1 Y WI a c ea.n syntax. In our experience this meant keeping the 

syntax of the language u close u possible to standard SQL H th •·
to th 1 · and" . owever, an~ 

h 
ef Ogle P •gm, the expressive power of LogicSQL considerably increuea 

t at o sta.nda.rd SQL. 

Th ~ ·~Q I 

)ems ! e d ~ t L language ':"as designed to solve the Prolog/DBMS interfacing prob-

field. a;~e I~E~ Ig!~ proJ~ct [1] , a decision s.uppor~ system in the epidemiological 

health d . . t Retraeval Sub-System as an mtelligent interface between a 

a m~ms rator and several DBMS where data are stored. 

The matn t~k of. the TOEA Prolog/DBMS interface is to efficiently fill the a 

~~~~ee~ the1 1~gac~l vaew of data offered to the epidemiological user and coded in ~h: 
need in ~~~1 ge ases and. the physical organization of data. The query language we 

I h must convemently solve syntactical as well as semantical problems 

Prol~g tw~t~~~a~~=l ~a;:i~~che~s hadve dealt with the. probl.em of interfa~ing 
f, . • e revaewe some of the avatlable mterfaces but 

I ound all the. revaewed syst~ms ~nsatisfactory for our needs. Most of them 'rovid:: 

anguage wbach maps relataons a~to predicates, trying to be complete) tr:ns arent 

~e~~eli~~~~fo~:~r:::.~nrsr.eaTI h,_a: apprl~act~· though elegant and clean: suffer: from 
11e app aca aons. 

. tTh)e fihr~cht p~oble~ arises from the mapping declaration (db tables to Prolog pred-

aca es w 1 IS static. Unfortunately in IDEA we must d · 11 
plex dat b · · · ' ynamaca Y compose com

Th f, a ~ queraes, anvolvmg aggregate functions and joins between several tables 

ere ore, t e q~ery l.anguage must be able to express a sort of query template which 

corresponds to dafferent SQL queries, depending on which arts of the p 1 

have been inst~ntiated. Without this capability we would lo~se most ofth;o og qu~ry 
power of a logacal programming language like Prolog. expressive 

. . t Tthe second .major p~o~ lem is the expressiveness and simplicity of the Prolog/DBMS 
111 cr a.ce; startang a pr~ora from a Prolog-like syntax and adding to it the missin r. 
tures, 1t 1s easy to obtaan languages that do not cover SQL entire! g ea-

complc.x and counterintuitive than SQL itself On the oth h yd, or are mu.cb more 
· er an , supportang only 

•work parLi&lly 1upporled by lhe wProgeLlo FinAiiu.aLo Si•l · lnl · · 

or ONR under granL n . 92.01GG2•69 and by the H altl M'nJ enu .o~tJCI e CAicolo Parallelo" 
e I I ltry or Enu!Ja Romagna, Dr. BarboUni. 
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partially the potentialities of SQL (for example excluding group-by clauses, aggro

gate functions, having clauses, ... ) was definitely out of question, given the etrons 

requirements posed by the IDEA project. 

When designing the syntax of our query language, we found SQL syntax eimple 

and declarative enough to advise against the creation of a completely new one. In 

SQL relation's fields can be referred to by name, not by position as in Prolog, and 

this is a desirable feature . 
Another problem was deciding bow to return values (tuples) from the DBMS. 

SQL is a •et-orierated language and to interface it with Prolog one bas to chooee 

whether to maintain this feature or not. In standard terminology, this means choosing 

between the one-tuple-at-a-time and the all-the-tuples-at-once. approaches. We choee 

the former approach for the following reasons: 

• h does not make sense to return all the tuples if the program needs only one or few: 

doing 10 will simply mean to waste time a.nd 1tor~e apace; 

• II the program effectively needs all the tuples, the overhead of getting them one at a 

time is negligible. This is because moat of the overhead of a query is connected to the 

• elup phue (lranslating the query to SQL, compiling it, allocating and aettin& up the 

buffer area, etc.) while the fetching phase is very efficient. 

• Commercial DBMS c&n be inte.rf&ced with some generality only through their embed· 

ded SQL interfaces: these interfaces return the tuples one at a time, and getting all the 

tuples mea.ns necessarily fetching them one at & time through the cur1or mechaniem. 

Built on top of this base mechanism, we also offer the possibility of getting all 

the tuples: in this case we avoid using the Prolog set-oriented built-ins, in favour of 

directly asserting the tuples in memory in the form of Prolog fact&. The user hM 

complete control over the format of these assertions. 

In LogicSQL, a query is expressed as the argument of the Prolog predicate laql/1 

and, as the SQL select statement, it is made of several parts or clauses. The Log. 

icSQL clauses maintain the same meaning of the SQL ones, but they are expressed 

by Prolog terms which include logical variables. Logical variables can be used both 

as input or output parameters depending on whether they a.re instantiated or not at 

run-time. lo LogicSQL, logical input variables are used to specialize the query on the 

basis of information which is known only at query execution time, while logical output 

variables can be placed only in the select clause and are used to retrieve values of 

relation fields or results of computation pe.rformed by the underlying DBMS. 

The following example gives a. flavour of the language. The LogicSQL query: 

l.tql(aelect (sum(pop.l')wnber):Nwnber, pop.city:Cily) (rom (pop) &J"OUpby (pop.clty)) . 

produces, if evaluated with lh111ber and Cit7 unbound or with luaber unbound and CH.7 

bound to bologna, respectively the foll owing SQL queries: 

.dect aum(pop.nwnber), pop.cily (rom pop sroup by pop.city ; 

.dect •wn(pop.number), pop.city (rom pop where pop.city = 'bologna ' sroup by pop.dly; 
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1 Introduction 

We present a tool that performs static anAl . ~ I I . . . 

language Glider. [2J The tool can 1 1 . tl ys~ or ~ le oosc algelmuc specification 

unfinished specifications, allowing t;l: P Ill le . et.ect•on of errors and ambiguities of 

specifications. The tool binds to ever . user a_n mcremental _wa~ t.o develop and check 

arity, and if it is possible it fin .lsl Ytl· operafitl~nl call appearmg Ill a formula its defined 

. ' •es le un 111s led formulas f tl · · . 

. This can help the user to verify that wh t b h . o . le giVen specification 

express. a e as wntten IS what he wanted to 

2 The Specification Language 

In Glider {2) one can define new basic and e . . 

Glider is loose, a type will den 1 
. glnenc t.ypes · S111ce the semantics of 

k . . . 
0 .e m genera a class of models It · ·bl 

rna e mstant1at1ons of generic types al d II h · ~s poss1 e to 

expressions can be used as basic so·, ' :~ ca t em module expressiOns. Module 

generic sort or appear in the arl·ty orf ,s, so ley. can be the type of a parameter of a 
an operation 

There are four different. ways of definin a new .t . . . 

operation constructors by subtyping 
0 

b ~ h . ype 10 Glader: JUst by axioms, by 

· 1 . ' r Y m er1tance Types defined b bt · 

In •entance generate additionally a subt b I . . y su ypmg or 

type and the type used to defhl~ it. ~~~ or su c ~- relatl~ll between the defined 

relation a posteriori between two t.yp.es ( r e[3rJn~ored, It ~sl possible to define subclass 

A · . see •Or eta1 s) 

x•oms m Glider ~re formulas of first. order lo ic B . d . . . 

" ... " operat.or r.o make possible the increlllcntal ~ ; es• es, G lider ~ncor~orates the 

operator can be insert.ed in a fornlllla \·ariHhlc de I~ el~pmC'nl of ~fwnflcttl.lons . This 

the arit.y of an operation ex ressiJ . c a ration or c\·cn "' t lu'! dl•claration of 

Glider it. is possible to h~v~ ~verlo:~it~lga~~~e~e a~e some ~Iemen Is missing. Fiually, in 

· w . . e we operations (Adhoc polymorphism). 

ork don~ ma•d~ ICARUS project, C.E.C. DG X In ESPRIT JJ 
prouam. concracl n . 2537 

3 T he tool 

The tool performs a static analysis of the specification. The two most. outstanding 

points of this analysis are the subclass relation check (necessary to guarantee correct.-

ness of instantiation of generic sorts) and the formula analysis. 

• Subclass Relation Check . To check the subclass relation het.ween two modules 

we should check that. the class of models denoting the subdMS module is in

cluded in the class of models denot.ed by the superclass module. Since this 

checking is not proved to be decidable, we consider that. there is a subclass 

relation between two modules iff it. h~ been defined explicitly by the specifier. 

• Formulae Analysis. The formulae analysis step performs a type checking of the 

several terms on the formulae contained in the specificat ion to check. It also 

copes with unfinished formulae and declarations a.s well as with subtyping and 

overloaded fu nction declarations. The algorithm can be found in {6) and in (5) . 

When the user requests a check of a program, the tool shows the different interpre

tations (because of overloading) with all the completed informal ion inserted in it in 

a new window. The check tool also displays the errors and/or wArnings found during 

the checking. When the user has found the desired alt.ernat.ive. he/she can copy it LO 

the editor upgrading all the compleled information. 

The definition of static semantics is given in sets of rules like in [4). The rules 

have two parts: a list of premises and a conclusion . Premises can be either boolean 

functions , judgements or proof obligations whereas the conclusion is a judgement. 

This tool has been implemented using CENTAUR (1) . CENTAU R is a tool ori

ented to the development of programming environments for user defined languages. 
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Abstract 

We present OASIS 2.0, a new version of OASIS. OASIS is • formal 00 

S~cation La.nguage developed in the DSic ([1] [2] [3] [5]). In iu ~tial 

verStons, t~e Soft~a.re Development Environment associated to the La.nguage 

was formalized UStDg fiut order theories that evolve in time. This lead u to 

a Logic Programming environment with the complement o( a monitor to deal 

with dynamics. But it has a natural, sound a.nd complete formal basis within 

t~e context of Dynamic ~gic. A new formalization of Oasis according t.o this 

VIew has been developed lD order to cha.ra.c:terize properly objects as observable 

proc~. The .language e.xpressiveness has been accordingly enriched, making 

posstble to use at as a cla.ss definition language in 00 Data Base environments. 

Introduction 

Research. on the integration of the 00 and the deductive approach for designing 

lnformataon Systems and Databases has been a major topic of interest in the last 

Y~· The 00 and deductive environment represented by Oasis 1.0 as 00 Specifi

cataon Lan~uage, an~ 00-METHOD ([4}) as a methodological extension covering 

th~ Analyst~ and .Desagn Software Production phases within an Automated Program

mang Paradigm, 1s the result of a research effort tackled during the last two years in 

the DSIC-UPV. 

The transition to the new language version (OASIS 2.0) is accomplished by giving 

a n~w characterization. to the different kind.o.fformulas that, within a Dynamic Logic 

envaronr:nent, are provtded by OASIS. Addittonally, the previous language version is 

also enrached with: 

• the introduction of actors (or agents) to specify which actors are allowed to 

activate which events 

• the introduction of a temporal logic to allow the specification of dynamic in

tegrity constraints 
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• the specification of transactions and processes 

• the possibility of defining interfaces or virtual classes to establish a protection 

model, fixing which view of a given object will have objects of other da88C8 

For malization of Oasis 

A class in Oasis is made up of a class name, an identification function for instance& 

(objects) of the class and a type or template that all the instances share. 

In Oasis, an object is defined as an observable process. The process specification 

in a class allows us to specify object dinamics and determines the access relationship 

between the states of instances. Processes are constructed by using events as atomic 

actions and are terms in a well-defined algebra of processes.. But the designer bas 

also the choice of grouping events in execution units, so-called transactiom. 

3 The A pplication 

From an Oasis specification, an environment of industrial software production can 

be automatically generated by performing a translation process. This constitutes a 

prototype of the system, which can be validated and animated by the user. 

We know how to obtain logical prototypes. The specification is translated to 

a formal theory, say clausal, functional or clausal with equality, whose operational 

semantics allows us to animate it. We can also generate 00 prototypes that can be 

run over 00 industrial software production tools rather than logic-based tools. In 

order to achieve a friendly-user interface, they are built over Windows-based systems, 

by using the graphical environments provided by developme.nt tools like MS-Access, 

Visual-Basic or Power-Builder. 
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Resumen 

Nuestro trabajo, de varios ai\os, se centra en 1a creaci6n de una nueva 16gica no 

estandar, Y en base a ella disei\ar e implementar un sistema de razbnamiento que tenga, 

tanto el como ella, un marcado enfoque cognitivo, es decir, se aproxime, de manera 

formal, lo mAs posible a1 razonamiento humano. En otras palabras estarnos buscando 

crear lo que podriamos denominar una L6gica Cognitiva. 

Esta 16gica ya Ia hemos definido, y una introducci6n a la misma la podemos 

encontrar ~n ( 1). S6lo comentar sobre ella que su denominaci6n es LANM (L6gica 

Autodoxastica No Mon6tona), que como su nombre indica es autodoxastica es decir 

razona ~bre sus pr~pi~s creencias, que surge bajo Ia idea fundamental de que ~ enfoqu~ 

que eqwpare conocuruento con creencia en Iugar de conocimiento con veracidad es mas 

adecuado ~- la sirnulaci6n de procesos cognitivos de creencias humanas, y por ti.Jtimo 

que sus pnnc1pales caracteristicas son: No mon6tona, Multivaluada y continua con 

valores ~ cr~ncia en el_ intervalo (-1 ,1], Abarca todos los estados doxasticos (curio~idad, 

cohereneta, aJuste, confl•cto), Soporta y trata las contradicciones. 

. Definida L~, nuestra siguiente fase de trabajo fue Ia definici6n formal de un 

Sistema de razo~ento basado en LANM, que trabajase con creencias con 1a potencia 

que nu~slra 16gJca lo ~~· que fuera capaz de soportar y resolver las contradicciones, y 

que tuvtera un pr~ento avanzado de aprendizaje. Todo esto to hemos conseguido 

con nuestro SRA (Sistema de Razonamiento Autodoxastico). Una introducci6n a SRA Ia 

podemos encontrar en [2]. El nucleo de SRA es un conjunto de reglas, de 1a forma 

A1/A2/ .. ./An -> B, cada una con un coejiciente de creencia (CC) asociado. Los 

At ,A2·····An son los hechos antecedentes de Ia regia. y Bel hecbo consecuente. Cada 

hecho (cr~cia bien formada) tiene asoc1ado un grado de creencia (GC) que varia 

dentro del mtervalo (-1,1]. El CC de las reglas sin embargo varia dentro del intervalo 

(0,1 ], ya que solo trabajamos con reglas en las que "creemos" a1 menos en cierta medida. 

. · La representaci6n de Ia deducci6n (o estado del proceso deductivo) Ia 

realiz.aremos por medio de un grafo dirigido aciclico. Los nodos del grafo seran temas de 

Ia forma IRIHIGCI, donde R es el mirnero de Ja regia aplicada, H el hecbo deducido con R 

Y GC cl grado de croencia de este hecho. Considerarnos dos tipos de arcos, los positivos y 
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los negativos, y un tipo especial que explicaremos posteriormentc dcnominac.Jo 

conjlictivo. Se conectar.i un arco positivo de un nodo bacia otro (sucesor del primcro) 

cuando un incremento en el GC del primero supusiera tambien un incremento en cl GC 

del segundo. Por el contrario un arco se marcara como negativo cuando un incremento 

del GC del antecesor conlleve una disminuci6n del GC del sucesor. Los arcos conflictivos 

son unos arcos especiales que se crean cuando en el proceso deductivo, que veremos a 

continuaci6n, aparecen dos hecbos iguales pero con distinto signo en su grado de 

creencia, dando Iugar a una contradicci6n (o conllicto). 

El proceso deductivo consiste en, a partir de un conjunto de hechos y con las 

reglas que dispongamos, ir arnpliando el grafo de Ia deducci6n basta que se cumpla Ia 

condici6n de terminaci6n del proceso deductivo o no podamos aplicar mAs reglas. 

Nosotros hemos disei\ado este proceso dedoctivo de forma que puede realizarse en dos 

modos, el modo reflexivo y el modo reso1utivo. En el modo resolutivo se amplia e1 grafo 

solo cuando hay ganancia de seguridad en Ia creencia o bien un conflicto. En este modo 

se resuelven las ganancias y las contradicciones que surgen pero nunca se modifican los 

CC de las reglas. En e1 modo rejlexivo eo carnbio s61o no se amplia el grafo cuando hay 

identidad del GC en Ia duplicidad de hechos. Los refuerzos y las contradicciones sc 

resuelven y tambien afectan, a veces, a los CC de las reglas. Es esta capacidad del sistema 

en modo reflexivo de modificar los CC de las reglas lo que le da Ia capacidad de 

aprender, de utiliz.ar Ia experiencia que va adquiriendo para depwar y mejorar sus reglas. 

En conclusion: Hemos desarrollado un sistema, SRA, que trata y rcsuclvc las 

contradicciones, y donde la aparici6n de estas puede producir un debilitamiento de las 

reglas del sistema. Este debiJitamiento junto con el refuerzo visto en [21 so 

complementan, produciendo una tension d.iruimica de las dos tendencias que tiene como 

resultado un sistema "vivo", que aprende de la experiencia, mejorando sus 

"conocimientos". 
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Resumen I 

Esle trabajo es un intento de relacionar las especificaciones algebraicas, de 
datos y procesos, con el paradigma orientado a objetos, desde el punto de vista 
de un lenguaje de especificaci6n formal . Mostramos algunas caracteristicas del 
lenguaje TESORO y Ia facilidad que incorpora est.e lenguaje para Ia descripci6n 
del comportamiento de los objetos utiliza.ndo distint.os estilos de especificaci6n. 

Especificaci6n del Modelo 00 

Nuestro modelo 00 se describe a partir de una especificaci6n de tipos de datos, una 
especificaci6n de clases y un conjunto de relaciones entre clases. Asi, una especificaci6n 
en TESORO const.ara de las siguientes secciones: 

Biblioteca. En esta secci6n se enumeraran los tipos abstractos de datos (TAD) 
que se vayan a utilizar para Ia definicion de los dominios de los atributos de las clases 
especificadas. El lenguaje que usaremos para Ia especificaci6n algebraica de los TAD 
sera ACT ONE [1] . 

C lases. Las clases se utilizan para especificar Ia estructura y comportamiento 
que comparten una. colecci6n de objetos, y pueden ser simples, si se describen sin 
apoyarse en otras clases, o compuestas, si se definen a partir de otras clases con los 
r.ons tructores de herencia (que perrnite describir una nueva clase de objctos como 
una extension de clases previamente definidas) y agregaci6n (que da caracteristicas 
de clase a una relaci6n). La especificaci6n de las clases se compone de tres secciones: 
a) secci6n de atributos , donde se describen los aspectos estructurales de una clase 
de objctos, definiendo atributos de identificaci6n, atributos consta.nt.es y atributos 
variables, ademcis de restricciones estaticas sobre el valor de los atributos variables, 
b) sccci6n de eventos, don de se describen los aspectos de comportamiento de una 
claso de objclos a travcs de_ permisos, disparos y restricciones dinamicas (imponiendo 
1111 ordcn de ocorrencia de eventos mediante una especificaci6n algebraica de proc~os 
[2]) y r) sccci6u dr t.rnnsicioues, que dcfiuc como van a cambi1u los valorCH dl' lo.s 
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atributos variables de los objetos de una clase, a traves de la ocorrencia de event.011 o 
de los cambios de otros atribut.os. 

Relac:iones. En el modelo se pueden definir relaciones entre cla.ses. Est.as rcl~ 
ciones se van a basar en la sincronizaci6n y comunicaci6n de los objetos de distint.M 
clases, lo que se consigue a traves de eventos compartidos. Estas relaciones sirvcm 
basicamente para describir las ligaduras entre los distintos componentes del sistema. 

2 Estilos de Especificaci6n del Comportamiento 
Baremos la siguiente distinci6n a Ia bora de definir el estado de un objeto: estado 
upllcito que depende de los valores de los atributos en un determinado. instantc 
y estado impUcito que depende de Ia secuencia de eventos que han ocumdo hast" 
un det.erminado momento, en Ia vida de un objeto. Definimos asi dos estilos de 
especificaci6n del comportamiento de los objetos de una clase: 

Especificaci6n Orientada a Estados. Este estilo se caracteriza porque se de· 
finen un conjunto de variables adicionales que bacen explicito el estado de un objcto 
en cada momento, describiendose el comportamiento a t raves de un conjunto de per 
misos de ocorrencia de eventos, desde unos estados determinados y un conjunto d" 
transiciones que determinan los cambios de estados tra.s Ia ocurrencia de eventos. 

Especificaci6n Orientada a Restricciones. Este estilo se caracteriza porquc 
se utilizan los operadores de algebra de procesos para especificar el comportamient.u 
de un objeto como e) conjunto de las trazas de eventos vaHdas en la vida del objeto, a 
traves de las restricciones dincimicas y sin apoyarnos en el estado explicito del objeto. 

Como trabajo futuro pretendemos definir una semantica operacional de TESORO 
basada en un sistema de transiciones. A partir de Ia descripci6n de la semantica., 
podremos generar un prototipo desde Ia especificaci6n. Otra via para construir un 
prototipo es el propuesto en [4], donde se relaciona TESORO con LOTOS [3] . 
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Abstract 

Multipath is an execution model that combines a depth-first and 
breadth-first traversing of the SLD-tree. Performance figures about a se
quential and a parallel execution ofMultipath are depicted. Results on a se
quential environment outperform the standard WAM implementation. Fine
grained parallelism is easily obtained, and it is efficiently exploited by a 
SIMD-like machine. 

1 Multi path Execution Model 

The standard execution of a Pro log program follows a depth-first left-to-right tra
versing of the SLD-tree. Traditionally, a breadth-first search has not been consid
ered due to the complexity of its management. Obviously, a complete breadth
first search can not be considered due to the amount of memory it would need. 
Nevertheless, a combined breadth-first and depth-first search would have anum
ber of advantages. A novel execution model, Multipath, that combines these two 
search strategies is proposed [2). The main advantages of this model over a 
depth-first search are the following: 

• The overhead due to the execution of control instructions is considerably 
reduced. The impact of this is especia1ly important for combinatorial 
search problems. 

• The number of unifications decreases. This happens when the same unifi
cation occurs in different paths of the SLD-tree. The standard model re
peats the unification operation every time. Multipath may avoid this un
necessary recomputations. 

• A new type of parallelism, called path parallelism, is exhibit by the model. 
This type of parallelism is fine-grained and may be exploited by a SIMD
like machine. 

• Thill work holl been llupport.cd by lhc Ministry or Educotion or Sp11in (CICYT TIC 91/1036) 
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Parallel Multipath vs. WAM 
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Figure 1: Speed-up of sequential Multipath and parallel Multipath vs. WAM. 

2 Performance figures 

The implementation of the MEM is done by introducing some extensions to tho 
WAM [1]. This modified WAM is called Multipath Abstract Machine (MAM). Tho 
main differences with WAM are: 

• The distinction between two types of variables: single and multiple. Tho 
former are the conventional variables used by WAM. The latter are vari
ables that may be bound to multiple values at the same time. 

• The introduction of a Main Engine (ME), responsible for traversing the 
SLD-tree, and several Unification Engines (UE), performing unification 
operations on multiple-binding variables. 

The ME conducts the search of the SLD-tree. Every time it has to perform an 
operation on a multiple variable (like unification), it sends a command to all the 
UEs related to the simultaneously traversed paths. In a sequential execution, 
the command for each UE is perfonned one after each other. In a para11e1 execu
tion, they may be perfonned concurrently by different Unifu:ation Units (UU>. 
Several UEs are mapped on each UU. 

Figure 1 compares the performance of the Multipath execution model with 
that of a standard W AM for several benchmarks usually found in the literature. 
Graphs show the speed-up defined as the execution time of the standard model 
divided by the execution time of Multipath. In the sequential execution, Multi· 
path outperforms the standard model. In the parallel execution (the number of 
UUs is 10), we can note that path para1Je}jsm is usually found in Prolog pro· 
grams, and can be efficiently exploited with a small number ofUUs. 
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